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CORRELATION OF STRATIGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE FORAMINIFERS  
IN THE OVČE POLE AND TIKVEŠ PALEOGENE BASIN,  
THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Violeta Stojanova, Goše Petrov 
The "Goce Delčev" University, Faculty of Natural and Technical Sciences,  
Department of Geology and Geophysics, 
Goce Delčev 89, MK-2000 Štip, Republic of Macedonia 
violeta.stojanova@ugd.edu.mk // gose.petrov@ugd.edu.mk 
A b s t r a c t: The Ovče Pole and Tikveš Paleogene basins are big sedimentary complexes, which belong to the 
eastern and central part of the Vardar zone within the territory of the Republic of Macedonia. 
In accordance to previos studies, the age of the Paleogene sediments (based on numerous fossilis from the mi-
crofossil groups) in the Ovče Pole and Tikveš basins has been determined as Upper Eocene. 
The results of the micropaleontological investigations on the plankton of foraminifer fauna, found in the upper 
flysch lithozones of the OP-1 (Ovče Pole basin) and KR-1 (Tikveš basin) drill holes. The biostratigraphical value of 
the plankton of foraminiferal fauna in drillings OP-1 and KR-1 gave us the cache to divide one local biostratigraphi-
cal zone in the Ovče Pole and Tikveš basin. 
In relation to this, correlation of the biostratigraphical zones was made between the Ovče Pole and Tikveš Pa-
leogene basin. 
Key words: Paleogene; benthic and planktonic foraminifers; biostratigraphic zone; Ovče Pole basin;  
Tikveš basin 
INTRODUCTION 
The paleogene sediments in Macedonia are 
widely spread on the area of the Vardar zone, 
where they are divided in two main basins: Tikveš 
and Ovče Pole, in which the sediment accumula-
tions are from 3000 – 3500 m thick. 
Tikveš basin is situated in the south-west part 
of the territory of Macedonia and belongs to the 
central part of the Vardar zone. 
Ovče Pole basin is mainly distributed in the 
east and central vardar subzone. To the south and 
south-west connects with the Tikveš basin (Fig. 1). 
According to the previous explorations, the 
age of the paleogene sediments (based on plenty 
fossil remains from macrofossil groups) in the 
Ovče Pole and Tikveš basin is determined upper 
eocene. 
According to the lithological characteristics, 
the sediment mass in the paleogene basins with 
3000–3500 m thicknes, is consisted from four 
lithostratigraphic units (litozones): basal lithozne, 
lower flysch lithozones, lithozones of yellow sand-
stones and upper flysch lithozone. Lithostatigr-
aphic composition of this basin is very similar or 
same, which is explored in the plenty discovered 
profiles and it is proven with the deep drill in the 
Tikveš and Ovče Pole basin. 
In the period since year 1965 – 1968 on the 
area of the Vardar zone in the territory of Mace-
donia, several drill were done, previously selected 
with geological and geophysical studies, in order to 
determine the capabilities of the area, in relation 
with perspective of the possibilities to discover 
liquid and gas carbohydrogens. 
The subject of this paper is the micropale-
ontological analyses on the plankton of foraminifer 
fauna in the Paleogene sediments on the OP-1 
(Ovče Pole basin) and KR-1 (Tikveš basin) drill 
holes. The subject of this paper is to present the 
results of the stratigraphic distribution of the 
plankton of foraminifer fauna in the Ovče Pole and 
Tikveš basin, which we consider as very signifi-
cant for the biostratigraphic zones of the paleogene 
basins. 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of Paleogene sediments in the Republic of Macedonia  
SMM – Serbian-Macedonian massif, VZ – Vardar zone, ZMZ – Western Macedonian zone,  
1 – Tikveš Paleogene basin, 2 – Ovče Pole Paleogene basin, 3 – drill hole 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The study of the biostratigraphic importance 
of the plankton of foraminifer fauna in the studied 
basins is followed with stratigraphical distribution 
of 12 species, from 58 samples from the drill OP-1 
(Ovče Pole basin) and KR-1 (Tikveš basin), Fig. 1. 
Sampling and the technical processing of fo-
raminifer fauna from the core material of the OP-1 
and KR-1 drill holes is performed using classical 
methods of the micropaleontological analyses (de-
composition, washing, drying, selecting and de-
termination). 
RESULTS 
Micropaleontological studies on foraminifer 
fauna of the Paleogene sediments in drill-holes 
OP-1 (Ovče Pole basin) and KR-1 (Tikveš basin) 
have discovered rich microfossil association, which 
has been representes by foraminifers, ostrakodes, 
briozoes, algae, radiolarii, echinodermata and micro-
mollusks remainings (gastropods, lamellibranhiats). 
The microfauna found in the profiles OP-1 and 
KR-1 is tiny and degenerated, where the forms are 
mostly badly preserved, recrystallized and aggluti-
nated, by which their determination is difficult. 
In the sections OP-1 and KR-1 rich foramini-
fer fauna, represented in planktonic and benthic 
forms, which have the characteristic of monotony 
of species and bigger number of samples in the 
analyzed tests. The benthic foraminifers which 
were found are more different, dominantly in-
cluded in quantity and are represented from huge 
number of species and genuses, and have wide ver-
tical distribution in the Tercier and because of that 
they do not have particular stratigraphic importance. 
The planktonic foraminifer association found 
in the sections OP-1 and KR-1, has allowed us to 
apostrophe the important stratigraphic indicators, 
and based on it the chronostratigraphic interpretation 
of the series. Biostratigraphic importance of the 
planktonic foraminifers represents one important 
criteria for separating of biozones by planktonic 
foraminifers is the occurence and disappearing of 
particular species or group of species. Based on 
this standard stratigraphic zone scheme was made 
(Cavelier, Pomerol, 1986) for the Paleogene. 
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According to the standard stratigraphic sche-
me the Paleogene sediments in the Tikveš and 
Ovče Pole basin from our research are interpreted 
like Upper Eocene – Priabonian. 
Stratigraphical data for the section OP-1 
The drill OP-1 is located in the east part of the 
Ovče Pole basin, approximately 1.5 km. north-east 
from v. Ergelija (near the town of Sv. Nikole). The 
drilling is deep 1910 m. The drilling cuts the com-
plex of Paleogne sediments and ends in the base 
represented with jura granite. Lithological mem-
bers of the drilling from the bottom to the surface 
are represented with sediments from the basal 
lithozone (lake and continental red conglomerates, 
aleurolites, sandstone and claystone), from the 
lower flysch lithozone (dark gray sandstone, aleu-
rolite and claystone) and upper flysch lithozone 
(marly, aleurolites, sandstone, marly oolithic lime-
stones and clayey). 
In the section of the drilling OP-1 micro-
paleonological sampling was performed, and 39 
samples are analyzed (Fig. 2). 
Benthic foraminifers found in the section OP-1 
are from the genera: Cibicides, Robulus, Eponides, 
Gyroidina, Pullenia, Planulna, Quinqueloculina, 
Chysalogonium, Nonionella, Guttulina and Spi-
roplectammina, which are in the sediment series in 
the drilling OP-1, have wide vertical distribution in 
the tercier, and because of that they are not with 
special stratigraphic importance. 
Planktonic foraminifer fauna found in the 
sediments of the upper flysch lithozone, repre-
sented with the following representatives: Glo-
borotalia pseudoscitula (Glaes), Globigerina bul-
loides d'Orbigny, Globigerina corpulenta Subboti-
na, Globigerina eocaenica Terquem, Globigerina 
sp., Globigerina venezuelana Hedberg, Globig-
erina triloculinoides Plummer, Globigerina eocae-
na Gümbel, Turborotalia pomeroli (Toumarkine & 
Bolli), Globigerina officinalis Subbotina, Catapsy-
drax dissimilis (Cushman & Bermudez), Globig-
erinatheka tropicalis (Blow & Banner), Globigeri-
na triloculinoides Plummer and Globigerinatheka 
index rubriformis Subbotina. 
If analyses are made to the micropaleo-
ntologic section in whole, the maximal frequency 
and contents of plankton of foraminifera is show-
ing in the upper flysch lithozone on deepness 
interval from 550 to 20 m (samples 28 – 39), i.e. in 
the upper parts of the section of the drill-hole, and 
under the deepth interval from 565 m (sample 27) 
plankton foraminifer fauna disappears. 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of planktonic foraminifers in the section OP-1 
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The middle part of the section, which is the 
bottom flysch lithozone on deepness from 782–
1200 m is characterized with poor microfosill con-
tents, which does not have stratigraphic value, and 
the bottom part of the profile (basal lithozone), on 
deepness from 1270–1798 m, is characterized with 
absence of microfossils. 
As an index – fossils in the plankton fo-
raminifer association, are taken the taxa: Cata-
psydrax dissimilis (Cushman & Bermudez) and 
Globigerinatheka tropicalis (Blow & Banner), 
which by their chronostratigraphic meaning could 
be classified as Upper Eocene – Priabonian, in the 
hidnest parts of the section. 
Stratigraphical data for the section KR-1 
The drill KR-1 is located in the valley of Kur-
jacka River, approximately 500 meters west from 
the village of Sopot, with deepness of 2703 m 
(north-east from the town Kavadarci). The drilling 
cuts the complex of the Paleogene sediments, 
which is interrupted, without reaching the paleore-
lief. Lithological members of the drilling on the 
bottom to the surface are represented with sedi-
ments from the basal lithozone (clastic material, 
marly sandstones, clayey and sandston-aleurolites 
and brecciated conglomerates material) and sedi-
ments on the upper flysch lithozone (sandy-marly, 
marly-clays, marly and sandstones, which alter-
nately change, with rear pro-layers conglomerates, 
clayey-aleurolites, and marly sandstones). 
In the section KR-1 micropaleontologic sampling 
was made and 19 samples were analyzed (Fig. 3). 
Based on the data from the micropaleonto-
logic analyses, the foraminifer fauna from the sec-
tion KR-1 (Tikveš basin) is characterized with as-
sociation of benthic and planktonic foraminifers. 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of plankton of foraminifers in the section KR-1 
The planktonic foraminifers association is 
represented with the following representatives: 
Catapsydrax dissimilis (Cushman & Bermudez), 
Globigerina venezuelana Hedberg, Globigerina sp., 
Globigerina officinalis Subbotina, Globigerinatheka 
tropicalis (Blow & Banner), Turborotalia pomeroli 
(Toumarkine & Bolli), Globigerina triloculinoides 
Plummer, Globigerina bulloides d'Orbigny, Glo-
bigerina eocaenica Terquem. 
Most common representatives of the benthic 
foraminifers is from the genus Cibicides with the 
species: Cibicides cf. dutemplei (d'Orbigny), Cib-
icides ungerianus d'Orbigny and than as second 
most common is comming the genus Robulus with 
the species: Robulus orbicularis (d'Orbigny), Ro-
bulus limbatus (Bornemann), Robulus cf. inornatus 
(d'Orbigny), Robulus cultratus (Montfort), Robulus 
cf. pseudovortex Cole. Several samples from the 
genera are found also: Vaginulinopsis,. Karreri-
ella, Bathysiphon, Glandulina, Cyclammina sp., 
Textularia, Clavulinoides szaboi, Gyroidina, Non-
ion, Marginulina, Chrysalogonium, Uvigerina, Bu-
limina, Eponides. Porcelaneous foraminifera is repre-
sented with representatives of the species: Trilocu-
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lina, Quinqueloculina and Pyrgo which were 
found in several samples, and are usually tiny, with 
more dimentions and badly conserved. The discov-
ered fauna material derives from aleurolite- marly-
sandy sediments. 
If analyses are made to the macro-paleonto-
logic section in whole, most interesting is the up-
per part of the section of the drilling, deepness in-
terval from 1670 – 10 (samples 13–19) where by 
percentage of involvement the planktonic fo-
raminifers are dominating. 
The midle and bottom part of the sediment se-
ries is practicaly sterile from viewpoint of the mi-
crofosills content, with exception of some samples 
which have from one to two microfosills and does 
not have stratigraphic value. 
The association of the planktonic foraminifers 
and vertical distribution of separate taxa, contained 
in the KR-1: Catapsydrax dissimilis (Cushman & 
Bermudez), Globigerina venezuelana Hedberg, 
Globigerina sp., Globigerina officinalis Subbotina, 
Globigerinatheka tropicalis (Blow & Banner), 
Turborotalia pomeroli (Toumarcine & Bolli), Glo-
bigerina triloculinoides Plummer, Globigerina 
bulloides d'Orbigny, Globigerina eocaenica Ter-
quem, gave us the chance to identify one local bio-
stratigraphic zone Catapsydrax dissimilis – Glo-
bigerinatheka tropicalis in the Tikveš basin. The 
highest parts (samples 13 – 19) of the profile KR – 
1 belong to the local biostratigraphic zone 
Catapsydrax dissimilis – Globigerinatheka tropi-
calis, and the sediments of the upper flysch litho-
zone are belonging to the Upper Eocene – Priabo-
nian geological age. 
The biostratigraphic zone Catapsydrax dis-
similis – Globigerinatheka tropicalis is characteri-
zed with the species concurrent zone – zone of ver-
tical distribution of at the same time for first time 
occurrence of the species Catapsydrax dissimilis 
(Cushman & Bermudez), till the last disappearance 
of the species Globigerinatheka tropicalis (Blow & 
Banner). The bottom border of the zone is defined 
with the first occurrence of the index species 
Catapsydrax dissimilis (Cushman & Bermudez), 
and the upper border is positioned to the last dis-
appearance of the index species Globigerinatheka 
tropicalis (Blow & Banner). The borders of the 
zone represent the interval on the midle P 15 to the 
end of P 17 and are belonging to the Upper Eocene 
– Priabonian geological age (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. Stratigraphic distribution of selected planktonic foraminifers from the Paleogene (Toumarkine & Bolli, 1985) 
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The main characteristic of the zone is the 
presence of other benthic foraminifer species in the 
profile: 
– species which are found only in the zone 
Catapsydrax dissimilis (Cushman and Bermudez) 
and Globigerinatheka tropicalis (Blow & Banner). 
– species which come from the older levels 
and disappear in within zone: Globigerina vene-
zuelana (Hedberg), Globorotalia pseudoscitula 
(Glaesner), Globigerina inflata (d’Orbigy), Glo-
borotalia triloculinoides (Plummer), Robulus ar-
cuatostriatus (Hantken), Robulus pseudovortex 
Cole, Robulus inornatus (d’Orbigy), Globigerina 
bulloides (d’Orbigy); 
– species that are found in the zone, but con-
tinue later Spiroplectammina nuttalli Lal, Karre-
riella brady (Cushman); 
– species which are transitional for the zone: 
Globigerina eocaena Gűmbel, Globigerina offici-
nalis (Subbotina), Globigerina eocaenica Terquem, 
Quinqueloculina juleana d’Orbigy, Guttulina 
problema d’Orbigy, Giroidina soldani (d’Orbigy), 
Giroidina girardana (Reuss), Eponides umbonatus 
(Reuss), Eponides pygmeus (Hantken), Pullenia 
quadriloba (d’Orbigy), Pullenia bulloides (d’Orbi-
gy), Anomalina grosserugosa (Gűmbel), Planulina 
costata (Hantken), Cibicides ungerianus d’Orbigy, 
Cibicidoides mexicanus Nuttal, Cibicides dutem-
plei (d’Orbigy), Elpphidium advenum (Cushman). 
The highest levels of the section OP-1, the in-
terval between the samples 35 – 39 belong to the 
local biostratigraphic zone Catapsydrax dissimilis 
(Cushman and Bermudez) – Globigerinatheka 
tropicalis (Blow & Banner), are characterized by 
Upper Eocene – Priabonian geological age. 
The sediments of the upper flysch lithozone 
on depth of 1670–10 m (samples from 13–19) from 
the section KR-1 of the Tikveš basin belong to the 
local biostratigraphic zone Catapsydrax dissimilis 
(Cushman and Bermudez) – Globigerinatheka 
tropicalis (Blow & Banner), to the Upper Eocene – 
Priabonian geological age. 
Stratigraphic correlation between sections OP-1 
(Ovče Pole basin) and KR-1 (Tikveš basin) 
For the stratigraphic correlation between the 
sections OP-1 and KR-1, is started from the mutu-
ally included elements connected for several Pa-
leogene beds, i. e. from zones that have most of the 
paleontology data – foraminifers (Fig. 5). 
In such a case, for correlation betwen drill-
holes OP-1 and KR-1, as standard horizons were 
taken zones with planktonic foraminifers. 
Considering drill-hole OP-1 as marker bed 
was determined the depth range 32 – 39 with most 
common presence of planktonic foraminifers: 
Globorotalia pseudoscitula (Glaes), Globigerina 
bulloides (d'Orbigny), Globigerina corpulent (Sub-
botina), Globigerina eocaenica Terquem, Globige-
rina sp., Globigerina venezuelana (Hedberg), Glo-
bigerina triloculinoides (Plummar), Globigerina 
eocaena (Gümbel), Turborotalia pomeroli (Tou-
markine), Globigerina officinalis (Subbotina), Ca-
tapsydrax dissimilis (Cushman & Bermudez), Glo-
bigerinatheka tropicalis (Blow & Banner), Globi-
gerina triloculinoides (Plummer) i Globigerina-
theka index rubriformis (Subbotina). The bottom 
stratigraphic level of the profile is represented with 
association of planktonic foraminifers which are 
included in the sample 32. The upper stratigraphic 
level is represented with the association of the fo-
raminifers in the sample 39. 
Paleogene beds of the drill hole represents the 
depth interval between samples 13 and 19 in asso-
ciation of planktonic foraminifers. 
And in the section KR-1, the bottom starti-
graphic level is represented with the association of 
planktonic foraminifers in the sample 13, and the 
upper level is represented with the Foraminifera 
association in sample 19. From the correlation can 
be concluded that of the KR-1 drill-hole, between 
the samples 13 – 19, are on the same stratigraphi-
cal level with the layers from the drilling OP-1, in 
the depth interval between the samples 32 – 39 
(directly under the surface). In this horizont are 
included the leading planktonic species Catapsy-
drax dissimilis (Cushman and Bermudez) and Glo-
bigerinatheka tropicalis (Blow & Banner), which 
have the shortest vertical distribution from the 
zone P15 to the zone P17. This elements gave us 
the chance to define the Upper Eocene, which di-
rected us to its highest Upper part – horizont (P17), 
and the horizont which represents the base of pre-
abon (P15), determines the border of the Upper 
Eocene in relation with the older Paleogene. 
The joint of plankton foraminifer fauna in the 
Upper Eocene sediments of the section OP-1 
(Ovče Pole basin) and KR-1 (Tikveš basin) shows 
us the similar bionomic conditions and existence of 
relations between this basins during the sedimenta-
tion of the sediments. 
This kind of similarities probably exist with 
the other paleofaunistic association in the Eocene 
in the Mediterranean area. 
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Fig. 5. Correlation of Paleogene beds in OP-1 and KP-1 well sections by planktonic Foraminifera 
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7 – conglomerates, 8 – sandstones, 9 – granites, 10 – samples 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the results of the stratigraphic dis-
tribution of the plankton of foraminifers species in 
the sections OP-1 (Ovče Pole basin) and KR-1 
(Tikveš basin), is identify Catapsydrax dissimilis 
(Cushman and Bermudez) – Globigerinatheka tro-
picalis (Blow & Banner) local biostratigraphic zone 
of the Upper Eocene – Priabonian geological age. 
With this finding, the geological age of the 
Paleogene sediments from the upper flysch lithose 
of the Ovče Pole and Tikveš basins categorically 
belong to the Upper Eocene–Priabonan geological 
age. 
In relation to this, correlation was made to the 
biostratigraphic zones between the Ovče Pole and 
Tikveš paleogenic basin. The joint of plankton 
foraminifer fauna in the Upper Eocene sediments 
of the sections OP-1 (Ovče Pole basin) and KR-1 
(Tikveš basin) shows the similar bionomic condi-
tions and existence of relations between this basins 
during the sedimentation of the sediments. 
After the formation of this sediments the 
sedimentation stopped, most probably as a result of 
tectonic impulses, which in that time were very 
intense in the frames of the Alpic orogenic cycle. 
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Ov~epolskiot i tikve{kiot paleogenski basen 
pretstavuvaat golemi sedimentni masi i pripa|aat na 
isto~niot i centralniot del od vardarskata zona na 
teritorijata na Makedonija. 
Spored dosega{nite istra`uvawa, starosta na 
paleogenite sedimenti (na baza na mnogubrojni fo-
silni ostatoci od makrofosilnite grupi) vo ov~e-
polskiot i tikve{kiot basen e odredena kako gorno-
eocenska. 
Vo trudot gi prezentirame rezultatite od mi-
kropaleontolo{kite istra`uvawa na planktonskata 
foraminiferna fauna, pronajdena vo gornata fli{-
na litozona na dup~otinite OP-1 (ov~epolski basen) 
i KR-1 (tikve{ki basen). Biostratigrafskata vrednost 
na planktonskata foraminiferna fauna vo dup~oti-
nite OP-1 i KR-1 ovozmo`i da izdvoime edna lokalna 
biostratigrafska zona vo ov~epolskiot i vo tikve{-
kiot basen. 
Vo konteks so toa, napravena e korelacija na 
biostratigrafskite zoni pome|u ov~epolskiot i tik-
ve{kiot paleogenski basen. 
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NEW DATA ON THE HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATIONS IN THE PLAVICA DEPOSIT 
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A b s t r a c t: The data presented in the paper were obtained based on analyses carried out on samples collected 
from various depths along the entire length of drill-hole no. 4. The drill-hole was the last one made in the area of the 
Plavica deposit by the Rio Tinto Company. 
The samples analyzed point out the presence of subvolcanic to volcanic rocks, presumably dacites and dacite-
andesites, that can be distinguished based on the presence of primary quartz. An exception is sample no. 6 which, 
most probably, represents one of the vein rocks. 
The alterations seen under a microscope include silicification (with several quartz generations), argillitisation, 
sericitisation, epidotisation, K-metasomatism and, presumably, zeolitization. 
X-ray examinations determined the alterations as follows: silicification, alunitisation, argillitisation, sericitisa-
tion, K-feldspatisation, fluoritisation, propylitisation and hematisation. 
Key words: Plavica deposit; hydrothermal alterations; dacites; andesites; ignimbrites; drill-hole;  
microscopic examinations; x-ray examinations 
INTRODUCTION 
The Plavica deposit is situated in the eastern 
parts of the large Kratovo–Zletovo volcanic dis-
trict, some 5 km north from Probištip. It is located 
in the middle parts of the Plavica volcanic appara-
tus which is charcaterized by complex composition 
and intense hydrothermal alterations of the vol-
canic rocks in an area of more than 6 km2. 
From metallogenetic point of view, the 
Plavica deposit occupies the central parts of the 
Kratovo–Zletovo ore region. 
The polymetallic mineralization of the Plavica 
deposit and the wider vicinity have been subject 
matter of investigation and exploitation as early as 
the Roman period. Intensive  investigations and 
exploitation activities were carried out from 1936 
to 1941. Systematic geophysical and geochemical 
investigations including large drillings with dis-
tance between  points were carried out from 1977 
to 1979.  
Data regarding the structural-geologic and 
metallogenetic characteristics of the deposit can be 
found in the works of Mijalkovi} and Pe{i} 
(1966), Stojanov (1974 and 1980), Ivanov and 
Denkovski (1978 and 1980), Raki} (1978), 
Mudrini} (1986), Bogoevski and Raki} 
(1985), Serafimovski (1990) et al. 
The deposit is well investigated and studied. 
It can be said that it is an important polymetallic 
copper deposit. 
SURROUNDING ROCKS 
The geological composition of the immediate 
vicinity of the Plavica–Zlatica deposit consists 
mostly of volcanic and volcanogene-sedimentary 
rocks whose determination is difficult (particularly 
in the central parts of the deposit) due to the large 
presence of hydrothermal alterations. However, the 
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large number of lithostratigraphic and petrologic 
examinations discovered that the geological com-
position of the deposit consists of ignimbrites, 
stratified volcanic tuffs and breccias, dacite-
andesites and their pyroclasts most often occurring 
as intrusions (Figs. 1, 2). 
 
Fig. 1. Geological map of the Plavica deposit (Denkovski, 1977). 
1 – Deluvium, 2 – secondary quartzites, 3 –  quartzlatites, 4 – hydrothermally altered volcanics, 5 – altered dacite-andesites,  
6 – propylitized dacite-andesites, 7 – stratified tuffs, 8 – ignimbrites, 9 – fault structures 
 
Fig. 2. Geological cross-section of Plavica (Serafimovski (1990). 
1 – Quartz-latites (fresh), 2 – Si-mineralization, 3 – quartzlatites (dacites) hydrothermally altered, 4 – dacite-andesites 
(hydrothermally altered), 5 – volcanic tuffs and agglomerates (hydrothermally altered), 6 – fault structures 
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HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATIONS 
One of the most important characteristics in 
the Plavica deposit is the abundance of hydrother-
mal alterations that can be found in an area of 6 to 
8 km2. They have been studied before, but not in a 
systematic manner. The volcanic rocks that were 
mainly auto-hydrotactically propylitized were also 
affected by hydrothermal alterations. Hydrother-
mal alterations are most commonly found in the 
middle parts of the Plavica caldera as tectonically 
the most altered. 
Investigations and examinations carried out 
so far determined a large number of hydrothermal 
alterations. The most important are silicification, 
sericitisation, propylitisation, argillitisation, adu-
larisation, kaolinisation, alunitisation, turmalinisa-
tion etc. Zonal pattern can often be seen in individ-
ual alteration types, sometimes occurring  discon-
tinuously or irregularly distributed.  
Hydrothermally altered rocks are whitened 
and macroscopically are hard to determine. Macro-
scopically they can be distinguished only if they 
contain primary quartz which allows us to say that 
the rock was dacite or quartzlatite. 
Silicification is best pronounced along fis-
sures that can be followed in large areas. Silicifica-
tion is accompanied by alunitisation, kaolinisation, 
sericitisation, pyrophyllitisation etc. The most pro-
nounced silicification zone is that between Dolno 
Ognište and Gorno Ognište with WNW – ESE ex-
tension. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The data presented in the paper were obtained 
from analyses carried out on samples taken from 
various depths along the entire drill-hole no. 4 
(Tab. 1). The drill-hole was the last drilled in the 
area of the Plavica by the Rio Tinto Company.  
T  a  b  l  e   1  
Depth of samples collected from the core  
of drill-hole no. 4 
Sample No. Box  No. Depth of drill-hole  (m) 
1 1 2.30 
2 9 27.50 
3 20 70.0 
4 23 82.0 
5 41 152.0 
6 47 170.0 
7 54 194.0 
8 65 232.0 
9 69 246.0 
10 78 280.0 
11 81 289.0 
 
Samples used to make thin sections are rather 
intensely altered; in some parts of the thin sections 
relics of primary rock can not be seen. 
Samples analyzed show the presence of sub-
volcanic to volcanic rocks (most probably dacite 
and dacite-andesites) that are recognizable based 
on the presence of primary quartz. An exception is 
sample no. 6 which is probably taken from a vein 
rock. 
Alterations seen under a microscope include 
silicification (with several quartz generations), ar-
gillitisation, sericitisation, epidotisation, K-meta-
somatism and, most probably, zeolitization. 
Figure 3 shows silicification and sericitisation 
with no visible relics of primary rock. In picture 3b 
a lot of vugs can be seen as relics of the places 
where primary minerals were located. The shape of 
the free spaces allows us to assume that feldspars 
were located there. Feldspars often occur as relics 
and metasomatically replaced by alunite.  
Figure 3c shows silicification present as fine-
grained quartz as complete replacement of the pri-
mary rock mass. Iron oxides are often intergrown 
with the rock mass (Fig. 3d) most commonly ac-
companied by silicification and argillitisation. Iron 
oxides often occur in association with larger quartz 
aggregates and pigmentise the silicium in the rock. 
Figure 3 shows minerals of ring radial struc-
ture and according to their microscopic characteris-
tics they can be classified as zeolites. X-ray ex-
aminations have not been carried out on the ring 
radial structures since the quantity of the material 
is not sufficient enough for investigations. Micro-
scopic studies did not determine any mineral re-
sembling epidote (Fig. 3f). However, x-ray exami-
nations carried out later indicated that it was 
alunite. The sample often contains silicification 
with poorly pronounced kaolinisation. 
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Fig. 3 Micropictures of core samples from drill-hole no. 4 of Plavica 
a) Detail of pronounced sericitisation and silicification; b) an illustration of vugs formed due to leaching of individual minerals;  
c) silicification of rock with fine-grained quartz; d) intergrowth of rock with Fe-oxides; e) an illustration of part of zeolites  
(arrows 1 and 2), f) an illustration of epidotisation (shown as arrows). 
The x-ray analyses carried out on samples 
from drill-hole 4 determined the minerals such as 
quartz, alunite, jarosite, feldspar, montmorilonite, 
kaolinite, fluorite and hematite (Table 2). The table 
shows that no big difference was revealed regard-
ing their occurrence to depth. Only bigger occur-
rence of alunite relative to quartz can be seen in the 
deeper parts. 
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T a b l e  2  
Minerals obtained by x-ray diffraction analysis 
carried out on samples of drill-hole no. 4, Rio Tinto 
Sample No. Depth of drill-hole 
(m) 
Discovered minerals  
5 152.00 quartz, alunite, jarosite, 
feldspar, fluorite? 
6 170.00 quartz, alunite, fluorite? 
and hematite? 
8 232.00 quartz, alunite, jarosite, 
feldspar, fluorite? and 
montmorilonite? 
10 280.00 alunite, quartz, kaolinite, 
jarosite and feldspar 
 
X-ray diffraction analyses carried out on 
samples taken from sample no. 5 are shown in Fig. 
4. The figure shows that the values read from sam-
ple no. 5 correspond to quartz, alunite, jarosite, 
feldspar and fluorite. The most common mineral is 
quartz, whereas alunite occurs in high contents, 
and fluorite is uncertain since data for its determi-
nations are insufficient. 
The radiograph shown in Fig. 5 made it pos-
sible to read values that correspond to the minerals 
as follows: quartz, alunite, hematite and fluorite. It 
is clear that in this sample the minerals are the 
same as those found in sample 5, the only differ-
ence being that hematite was determined instead of 
feldspar. Quartz is the most common mineral as an 
indicator that silicification processes had a domi-
nant role and that fluorite and hematite are hypo-
thetical. 
 
Fig. 4. Radiograph with results of x-ray analysis carried out on sample 5.  
Q – quartz, A – alunite, J – jarosite, F – feldspar, f – fluorite 
 
Fig. 5. Radiograph with results of x-ray analysis carried out on sample no. 6. 
Q – quartz, A – alunite, h – hematite, f – fluorite 
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The radiograph shown in Fig. 6 shows values 
that correspond to the same minerals determined in 
sample 5 (quartz, alunite, jarosite, feldspar, fluorite 
and montmorilonite). This sample, unlike sample 
5, shows the presence of montmorilonite. Here, 
like in the earlier samples described, fluorite and 
montmorilonite are hypothetical. 
The radiograph (Fig. 7) which shows the re-
sults of x-ray analysis carried out on sample no. 10 
yields values that correspond to and point out the 
presence of the minerals as follows: alunite, quartz, 
kaolinite, jarosite and feldspars. The results ob-
tained show that the most abundant is alunite, the 
next most common being quartz.  
Unlike earlier samples, minerals in this sam-
ple are equally well confirmed.  
 
 
Fig. 6. Radiograph with results of x-ray analysis carried out on sample 8. 
Q – quartz, A – alunite, J – jarosite, F – feldspar, f – fluorite, m – montmorilonite 
 
Fig. 7. Radiograph with results of x-ray analysis carried out on sample 10. 
Q – quartz, A – alunite, K – kaolinite, J – jarosite, F – feldspar 
The hydrothermal alteration in the Plavica 
deposit is of zonal pattern. Several zones can be 
distinguished that either cover or follow one an-
other. An inner zone can be distinguished with 
secondary quartzites and alunite. The alunite is 
either part of the zone separating it into two sub-
zones or goes out into the outer zones. Close to the 
zone of secondary quartzites there is a discontin-
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ued zone of potassic metasomatism (adularisation, 
albitisation, hydrobiotitisation and silicification) to 
which the outer zone of hydrothermal alterations is 
added.  
Silicification outside the secondary quartzites 
is more or less spread all over the altered zone. 
Still, outside the outer zone it is less abundant and 
disappears. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the investigations carried out on the 
hydrothermal alterations in the Plavica deposit so 
far, including those of the present author, the fol-
lowing conclusions can be made: 
The hydrothermally altered rocks were whit-
ened and can not be ascertained  macroscopically. 
Macroscopically they can be distinguished only if 
they contain primary quartz which allows us to say 
that the rock was dacite, dacite-andesite or 
quartzlatite.  
Hydrothermal alterations are of zonal pattern 
and several zones can be distinguished that either 
cover or follow one another. 
Hydrothermal alterations are found most in 
the middle parts of the Plavica caldera as  tectoni-
cally most faulted. In the deeper parts of the de-
posit, in the propylitisation zone, the mineraliza-
tion is absent, but increases in the secondary 
quartzite zone, in the silicification, alunatisation 
and in the potassic metasomatism.  
In the outer zone of the hydrothermal altera-
tions vein mineralization was found that goes out-
side the area under investigation. It is characterized 
by high contents of lead, zinc, barium, uranium 
and other minerals. 
Plavica is a hydrothermally stock-work im-
pregnated deposit with some traces of porphyry 
copper deposits.  
The studied samples of rocks obtained from 
drill-hole 4 in the Plavica deposit, drilled by the 
Rio Tinto company are characterized by fairly in-
tense hydrothermal alterations. Some of the altera-
tions have been confirmed by microscopic and x-
ray diffraction analyses.  
The analyses carried out on samples collected 
from drill-hole 4 made it possible to determine the 
following alteration types: silicification, alunitisa-
tion, argillitisation, sericitisation, K-feldspatisati-
on, fluoritisation, propylitisation and hematisation.
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НОВИ ПОДАТОЦИ ЗА ХИДРОТЕРМАЛНИТЕ ПРОМЕНИ ВО НАОЃАЛИШТЕТО ПЛАВИЦА 
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Клучни зборови: наоѓалиште Плавица; хидротермални алтерации; дацити; андезити; игнимбрити, дупнатина; 
микроскопски испитувања; рендгенски испитувања 
Податоците кои се презентирани во трудов се добие-
ни врз основа на анализа на примероци земени од различ-
ни длабочини надолж целиот интервал од дупнатината 
број 4. Оваа дупнатина е последна издупчена на подрач-
јето на наоѓалиштето Плавица од страна на компанијата 
Рио Тинто.  
Анализираните примероци укажуваат на присуство 
на субвулкански до вулкански карпи, најверојатно дацити 
и дацито-андезити, кои се препознаваат само по присуст-
вото на примарниот кварц. Исклучок претставува приме- 
 
рокот бр. 6, кој најверојатно е претставник на некоја од 
жилните карпи. 
Од алтерационите промени под микроскоп се забе-
лежани: силификација – со неколку генерации на кварц, 
аргилитизација, серицитизација, епидотизација, К-метасо-
матоза и веројатно зеолитизација. 
Со рендгенските испитувања се констатирани след-
ните алтерации: силификација, алунитизација, аргилитиза-
ција, серицитизација, К-фелдспатизација, флуоритизација, 
пропилитизација и хематитизација. 
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THE COMPOSITION OF MAJOR MINERALS FROM THE BUCHIM PORPHYRY 
COPPER DEPOSIT, REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
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A b s t r a c t: Our current study of major ore and rock forming minerals enclosed the most important minerals 
within the Buchim ore deposit. Rock forming minerals were represented by plagioclase, K-feldspars, biotite and am-
phiboles. Beside their complex formulas those minerals have shown quite uniform compositions. Amphiboles were 
determined as hornblende, biotites were characterized by increased Fe and Ti and decreased Mg concentrations, pla-
gioclases were determined as sanidine while K-feldspars were represented by albites and oligoclases. We have shown 
that the chalcopyrite composition is highly pure without any significant presence of Ni, Co, As and Sb (<0.01%). Py-
rite analyses have shown that there are increased arsenic concentrations of 0.15 ÷ 0.22 % As, such concentrations of 
arsenic are indicative, but are very characteristic for low temperature pyrites from porphyry copper deposits. Beside 
the arsenic in pyrites, there were determined increased Ni concentrations 0.45 ÷ 1.42 % Ni, while Co and Sb remain 
below 0.01%. 
Key words: Buchim porphyry copper deposit; major minerals; composition 
INTRODUCTION
First written records of the geological setting 
date from the turn of the 20th century (Cvijić, 
1906). This deposit has been explored in late 1930, 
early 1940 and even during the Second World 
War. The most extensive ones were in the period 
1955–1976, followed by extensive diamond core 
drillings and exploration mining drifts. Such broad 
exploration programme have resulted with a start 
mine of mine production in 1979. Since then the 
annual mine production rate used to be 3.8 Mt of 
ore processed in the concentration plant in Buchim, 
except during the short production break at the be-
ginning of this century. The latter on studies were 
performed by Janković et al. (1980), Ivanov 
(1982), Čifliganec (1982, 1987, 1993), Palinkaš et 
al. (2008), Serafimovski (1990), Serafimovski et 
al. (1993, 1996, 2001, 2006), Serafimovski and 
Čifliganec (1996), Strasimirov et al. (1996) and 
others. This study was initiated by the idea to de-
termine the exact compositions of the major ore 
(chalcopyrite and pyrite) and silicate (plagioclase, 
muscovite, biotite etc.) minerals from the ore body 
Central Part. Findings from this study were put in 
service of enhancing the ore milling and concentra-
tion process. 
GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
The Buchim ore deposit on a more regional 
scale belongs to the so called Buchim-Damjan-
Borov Dol ore field, which covers an area of 65 
km2. This ore field consists of different lithological 
members of the Vardar zone and the Serbo-
Macedonian massif: Precambrian amphibolites, 
amphibolite schists, biotite gneisses; Palaeozoic 
schists and granites; Jurassic ultrabasics and gran-
ites; Cretaceous and Paleogene sediments; Mio-
cene andesites and andesite tuffs and Pliocene and 
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quaternary sediments. The Buchim porphyry cop-
per deposit consists of four separate bodies: Cen-
tral Part, Bunardzhik, Vrshnik and Chukar, which 
are occupying an area of approximately 10 km2. 
The geological setting of the immediate surround-
ings of the deposit includes the following mem-
bers: Precambrian gneisses (different compo-
sitions), schist and amphibolites; Palaeozoic am-
phibolites, serpentines and gabbros; Tertiary repre-
sentatives in mineralogical and/or chemical com-
position correspond to latites with a transition to 
andesites and quartzlatites (Fig. 1). 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Geological map of the Bučim deposit 
1. Ore body Central part; 2. Ore body Vrshnik; 3. Ore body Chukar; 4. Ore body Bunardzhik 
MINERAL ASSOCIATIONS
Up to date systematic studies, mostly of the 
Central part ore body, have identified the following 
minerals within the Buchim deposit: pyrite, chal-
copyrite, magnetite, rutile, sphene, titano-magne-
tite, ilmenite, hematite, specularite, pyrrhotite, va-
lerite, cubanite, sphalerite, galena, bismuthinite, 
bornite, enargite, native gold, chalcocite (Fig. 2). 
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Ore forming stages  
Minerals Metamorphic Magmatic Hydrothermal Supergene
Biotite     
Amphibole     
Zircon     
Apatite     
Sphene     
Ilmenite     
Feldspar     
Quartz     
Sericite     
Chlorite     
Epidote     
Anatas     
Rutile     
Chalcedony     
Calcite     
Gypsum     
Kaolinite     
Magnetite     
Chalcopyrite     
Bornite     
Pyrhotite     
Cubanite     
Martite     
Specularite     
Mushketowite     
Pyrite     
Molibdenite     
Krenerite     
Native Au     
Bravoite     
Bismuthite     
Galenobismuthite     
Luzonite     
Tetrahedrite     
Galena     
Chalcocite     
Covellite     
Malachite     
Azurite     
Tenorite     
Limonite     
 
Fig. 2. Paragenetic sequences of mineralization in the Buchim deposit (Čifliganec, 1987; modified) 
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Also, within the deposit were identified more 
rarer minerals, such is Bi-Se mineral association 
represented by bismuthine, galenobismuthine, fridri-
hite, crupcaite, emplectite, latacarite, native bis-
muth and cosalite (Serafimovski et al., 1990). 
According to the considerations of generation, time 
of mineral(s) formation and composition, several 
stages of formation were discriminated within the 
Buchim deposit, each in conjuction with its assem-
blage. The metamorphic stage has been character-
ized by relict Ti-Fe oxide assemblage in amphibo-
lites and Fe-sulphide assemblages in gneiss. Mag-
matic stage assemblage has been represented by 
Fe-Ti oxides in andesites. The very complex hydro-
thermal stage normally have been characterized by 
complex mineral assemblages, such as alteration-
hydrothermal assemblage, hydrothermal assem-
blage, high temperature Fe-Cu sulphide assem-
blage, lower temperature Fe-Cu-(Zn, Pb, Bi, Mo) 
sulphide assemblage, epithermal Fe-Cu sulphide 
assemblage and oxide and sulphide mineral assem-
blages produced during the secondary enrichment 
process. 
METHODOLOGY
The essential stage of the study, sampling, 
was realized with direct coordination with an ex-
perienced mining geologists and mineral process-
ing professionals from the Buchim mine. Samples 
were chosen to be representative of its kind. Sam-
pling stage was followed by stage of preparation of 
samples for laboratory analyses and preparation of 
polished ore and thin sections. Qualitative and 
quantitative mineralogical examinations were per-
formed on specialized polarizing microscopes 
ZEISS Axiolab Pol No. 70 and LEITZ AM-
PLIVAL No. 2000 with an integrated camera (for 
documenting the details). After the study under 
polarizing microscope were determined samples 
for analysis under the electron microprobe and 
scanning electron microscopy. Scanning Electron 
Microscope was the JEOL JSM 35 CF equiped 
with the XRF microprobe TRACOR NORTHERN 
TN-2000 in an energy dispersive system (EDS) 
and using standards from the manufacturer JEOL. 
Energy 25 keV, counting time at least 10 s for each 
element. Microprobe beam: 2·10–9 A. On specimen 
were performed analyses on ore and silicate miner-
als followed by analysis at lowest magnification 
(scaning area of 8 mm2). The photographs were 
made in a back scatered electron mode-COMPO. 
The results were summarized on powerful com-
puter connected to the SEM. 
The whole rock analysis followed ussual pro-
cedure. Test portion of 0,1 g is fused with LiBO4 in 
a muffle furnace at 1000 oC. Obtained transparent 
melt is dissolved with diluted HNO3 at heating and 
is transferred in a volumetric flask. All oxides are 
measured in the solution by ICP-AES after a pre-
vious calibrating with standard solutions. Blank 
sample is determined in parallel and a suitable cer-
tified reference material (CRM). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results obtained by the analysis of sam-
ples, under the state of art analytical equipment 
mentioned above, are given and discussed in the 
text below. For better understanding we have 
grouped analyzed minerals in two natural sub-
groups: silicate minerals or rock forming minerals 
and ore minerals. We have focused our study to 
these particular silicate minerals because they are 
participating into the composition of gneisses and 
amphibolites, which have hosted ore bearing ande-
sites. Pyrite and chalcopyrite as major minerals 
were of special interest. 
Amphiboles (%) 
Analysis of amphiboles have shown quite 
consistent composition, either some of the ana-
lyzed compoenents have shown higher concentra-
tions (Na2O, K2O, TiO2 and MnO), see Table 1. 
The fact that the amphiboles have the most 
complex chemical composition of all rock forming 
minerals due to high ion substitution flexibility. 
This was confirmed once again with our analyses. 
As can be seen from the Table above amphibole’s 
composition is complex and in general belong to a 
hornblende group or even more precisely some-
where between the ferrohorneblende and magne-
siohornblende endmost group members. The calcu-
lated structural formula could be represented as  
Na(0.31–0.90) Ca(1.77–2.91) K(0.09–14.60) Mg(2.62–4.55) Fe(1.59–
2.76) Al(1.14–3.57) Si(0.2–7.27) O(22.00) (OH)2. 
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T a b l e  1  
Quantitative x-ray spectral microanalyses of amphiboles from the Buchim porphyry copper deposit (%) 
 Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 K2O CaO TiO2 MnO FeO 
B-3 1.21 14.01 6.42 50.01 0.37 11.77 0.17 0.33 14.41 
B-4 2.03 12.98 10.29 45.96 0.60 11.79 0.28 0.26 14.07 
B-6 2.40 11.33 13.92 42.55 1.30 11.64 0.56 0.30 13.60 
B-7 1.03 12.22 7.15 46.72 0.44 13.68 0.36 0.35 15.88 
B-8 1.84 12.16 12.05 0.81 45.54 10.81 0.47 0.43 13.14 
B-10 1.59 13.28 12.03 45.85 0.62 10.94 1.10 0.21 12.57 
 
Biotites (%) 
Biotite analyses under the electron micro-
probe have shown interesting composition. Beside 
more or less standard values for K2O, Al2O3 and 
SiO2 were determined. Opposite to them FeO 
(16.06–17.62%), TiO2 (1.75–2.53%) have shown 
increased values while the MgO was characterized 
by lowered values (12.49–15.76%), Table 2. 
Analyzed biotites have shown quite uniform 
composition, more oriented to the phlogopite spe-
cies. Calculated structural formula in general looks 
like this one: K(0.95–1.23) Mg(1.55–1.91) Fe(1.09–1.20) Al(1.22–
1.45) Si(3.06–3.25) O(10) (OH)2. 
T a b l e  2  
Quantitative x-ray spectral microanalyses of biotites from the Buchim porphyry copper deposit (%) 
 Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 K2O CaO TiO2 MnO FeO 
B-6 0.86 14.39 13.88 38.39 9.62 <0.01 1.94 0.11 17.62 
B-7 <0.01 12.49 12.36 38.88 11.53 <0.01 2.53 0.09 17.05 
B-10 <0.01 15.76 15.10 37.61 9.16 <0.01 1.75 <0.01 16.06 
 
K-feldspar (%) 
Very common K-feldspars were analyzed in 
the same manner as the previous oxide minerals. 
Usual concentrations were determined for Al2O3, 
SiO2 and K2O. Increased concentrations were de-
termined for Na2O (1.49–2.57%), FeO (0.10–
2.62%), MnO (0.07–0.16%), MgO (0.36–0.79%) 
and TiO2 (0.09–0.17%). Results from eight elec-
tron microprobe analyses are given in Table 3. 
T a b l e  3  
Quantitative x-ray spectral microanalyses of K-feldspars from the Buchim porphyry copper deposit (%) 
 Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 K2O CaO TiO2 MnO FeO 
B-1 2.10 <0.01 17.80 65.49 14.86 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.10 
B-3 2.57 <0.01 18.58 64.89 13.08 <0.01   0.09 <0.01 0.21 
B-4 1.89   0.36 18.17 64.03 14.56 <0.01   0.10 <0.01 0.30 
B-6 2.20 <0.01 18.49 65.47 13.05 <0.01 <0.01   0.16 0.23 
B-7 2.01 <0.01 16.06 63.55 14.96 <0.01 <0.01   0.07 2.62 
B-8 2.54 <0.01 18.74 64.72 13.55 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.17 
B-9 1.49   0.79 19.56 62.93 13.93 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.83 
B-10 1.87 <0.01 18.35 64.68 14.55 <0.01   0.17 <0.01 0.28 
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Determined compositions of K-feldspar have 
shown that analyzed samples are more oriented to 
the potassium representatives. This was supported 
by the calculated structural formula: K(0.77–0.90) 
Na(0.13–0.23) Al(0.89–1.07) Si(2.92–3.01) O(8.00). Composition 
given in the formula is in conformity to the 
sanidine composition (K, Na)(Si, Al)4O8. 
Plagioclase (%) 
Study of plagioclase minerals have resulted 
with more or less usual concentration of oxides 
(Table 4). The consistency in their composition 
was manifested through the concentration of Na2O 
(8.04–10.49%), Al2O3 (19.16–24.06%), SiO2 
(60.87–68.39%), K2O (0.24–0.51%), CaO (0.57–
6.22%), MnO (0.07–0.09%), FeO (0.09–0.23%). 
The structural formula calculated from the 
chemical composition could be written in the fol-
lowing manner: Na (0.695–0.893) Al (0.992–1.264) Si (2.713–
3.01) O (8.00). The composition as this fits quite fine in 
a idealized plagioclase (albite) formula NaAl-
SiO3O8, with an exception of B-4, which shows 
composition close to the oligoclase. Occasionally 
in a structural formula occur K≤0.297 and K≤ 0.027. 
From the tables above it can be concluded 
that the analyzed major ore forming minerals are 
direct represents of the major components that are 
building up gneisses (plagioclase and K-feldspars) 
and amphibolites (amphiboles and chlorites). Also, 
it can be seen that the minerals are relatively fresh 
and without significant signs of transformation into 
sericite and kaolinite, which could cause problems 
in the ore processing. However, these results are 
within the frame usual for rocks that have hosted 
hydrothermal ore mineralization. 
By analogy to study of rock forming minerals 
we have performed analyses, under the electron 
microprobe, of major ore minerals present in the 
Buchim deposit (pyrite and chalcopyrite). 
T a b l e  4  
Quantitative x-ray spectral microanalyses of K-feldspars from the Buchim porphyry copper deposit (%) 
 Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 K2O CaO TiO2 MnO FeO 
B-1 10.49 <0.01 19.16 68.39 0.24 0.75 <0.01   0.09 0.21 
B-4  8.04   0.24 24.06 60.87 0.51 6.22 <0.01 <0.01 0.09 
B-6 10.28 <0.01 20.75 68.06 0.48 0.57 <0.01   0.07 0.23 
 
 
Pyrite 
The goal of the performed study of pyrites 
was to determine the exact composition of this 
mineral within the Buchim porphyry copper de-
posit. First of all, collected ore, concentrate and 
waste samples were studied under the polarizing 
microscope. After this preliminary study and selec-
tion we have proceeded to analysis under the elec-
tron microprobe. We have analyzed different mor-
phological types of pyrites trying to determine the 
concentration of certain representative metals, 
which usually occur in porphyry deposits. All pyri-
tes analyzed under the electron microprobe are 
shown on the Figure 3. 
From the photographs can be seen that were 
analyzed representative, individual and compact 
pyrite grains, either sometimes some of them were 
tectonicaly deformed. Trying to determine is the 
composition within a single pyrite grain permanent 
or changes we have analyzed central and rim parts 
of pyrite grains. By the exprience we knew that the 
major changes in composition, concerning certain 
elements such is arsenic, occur exactly within the 
rim parts of mineral grains. Also, that is why we 
have analyzed pyrite grains from concentrate and 
waste, since they have direct influence on the qual-
ity of the semi-final product from the Buchim 
Mine. The results obtained under the electron mi-
croprobe are given in Table 5. 
From 14 performed anlyses of pyrite it was 
confirmed that it shows the usual composition with 
around 52–53 % S and 47 % Fe. Only in few sam-
ples was determined presence of nickel and cobalt 
which substitute the iron in the mineral structure. 
Opposite to them were determined increased con-
centrations of arsenic in pyrites from samples B-1, 
B-4 and B-7. This, once again have confirmed that 
in pyrites from particular parts of the Buchim de-
posit there are increased concentrations of As. 
They have to be monitored closely in the techno-
logical process and should be expected increased 
As concentration in concentrates, also. The struc-
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tural formula calculations have shown that the py-
rite formula could be written as Fe(0.98–1.05) [Ni(0.002–
0.02) Co(0.01–0.09) As(0.002–0.004)] S(1.95–1.98), which is very 
close to the idealized one FeS2. 
 
  
  
  
Fig. 3. Microprobe photographs of typical pyrites from the Buchim porphyry copper deposit with locations of microprobe analyses 
T a b l e  5  
Quantitative x-ray spectral microanalyses of pyrite from the Buchim porphyry copper deposit (%)  
 S Fe Cu Ni Co As Sb 
B-1 52.31 46.73 <0.01   0.15 <0.01   0.18 <0.01 
B-2 52.52 47.24 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
B-3 52.70 46.83 <0.01   0.17 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
B-4 51.93 47.14 <0.01   0.15 <0.01   0.22 <0.01 
B-5 52.13 47.73 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
B-6 52.56 46.81 <0.01   0.09 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
B-7 51.34 47.99 <0.01   0.10 <0.01   0.19 <0.01 
B-7 51.87 47.80 <0.01   0.17 <0.01   0.15 <0.01 
B-8 52.59 47.33 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
B-9 52.14 44.95 <0.01   0.75   1.64 <0.01 <0.01 
B-9 52.31 46.21 <0.01   1.03   0.27 <0.01 <0.01 
B-9 52.38 46.29 <0.01   0.45   0.42 <0.01 <0.01 
B-9 52.25 45.83 <0.01   1.42   0.45 <0.01 <0.01 
B-10 52.24 47.76 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
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Chalcopyrite 
Beside the pyrites from the Buchim deposit, 
we have analyzed chalcopyrites from this deposit. 
We also aimed to find out are there any increased 
concentrations of other elements, particularly As. 
In the process of analysis we have run chalcopyri-
tes from ore, concentrate and waste. That approach 
gave us an unique opportunity to study chalcopyri-
tes, which have passed through the whole techno-
logical process of the Buchim Mine. Some of the 
analyzed chalcopyrite grains are given on the Fig-
ure 4. 
From the Figure 3 can be seen numerous in-
dividual chalcopyrite grains, while eight of them 
were analyzed under the electron microprobe. The 
results from the electron microprobe are given in 
Table 6. 
Opposite to the pyrite composition above, the 
composition of chalcopyrite is highly pure. Its 
composition is in conformity with those given by 
Criddle and Stanley (1986), while the structural 
formula calculations have shown that the chalcopy-
rite formula could be written as Cu(0.99–1.06) Fe(0.99–
1.03) S(1.91–2.02), which is equal with the idealized one 
CuFeS2. 
 
  
Fig. 4. Microprobe photographs of typical pyrites from the Buchim porphyry copper deposit  
with locations of microprobe analyses 
T a b l e  6  
Quantitative x-ray spectral microanalyses of chalcopyrite from the Buchim porphyry copper deposit (%) 
 S Fe Cu Ni Co As Sb 
B-2 35.33 30.23 34.32 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
B-4 33.21 30.61 36.19 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
B-5 34.37 30.46 34.75 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
B-5 33.40 30.85 35.57 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
B-7 32.97 30.89 36.02 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
B-8 34.36 29.80 34.93 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
B-9 33.66 31.02 35.03 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
B-9 33.78 30.72 35.50 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
CONCLUSION 
From the presented facts above it can be con-
cluded that the major minerals in the mineral asso-
ciation determined within the Buchim ore deposit 
are feldspar, amphibole, biotite, quartz and chlorite 
as rock forming minerals and chalcopyrite and py-
rite as ore minerals. Their presence, beside under 
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the polarizing microscope, was confirmed with x-
ray structural analysis and electron microprobe. 
The results of the rock forming minerals have 
shown quite uniform compositions. Amphiboles 
were determined as hornblende, biotites were char-
acterized by increased Fe and Ti and decreased Mg 
concentrations, plagioclases were determined as 
sanidine while K-feldspars were represented by 
albites and oligoclases. 
Calculated structural formulas confirmed the 
analytical results and clearly defined the distinc-
tions between measured and theoretical values of 
studied minerals. 
The study of major ore minerals (chalcopyrite 
and pyrite) have shown that these two minerals are 
the most common ones within the Buchim ore de-
posit. Chalcopyrite as the major Cu-bearing min-
eral have shown high permanency of its composi-
tion. Opposite to chalcopyrite, pyrite have shown 
increased concentrations of As, which have been 
related with substitutions of sulfur. Increased arse-
nic concentrations ranged 0.15 ÷ 0.22 % As. Such 
concentrations are indicative and demand detailed 
analysis of pyrite phases and quantitative determi-
nation of As-bearing pyrite phases in the whole ore 
mass within the Buchim deposit. All other deter-
mined minerals have shown more or less standard 
features. 
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Klu~ni zborovi: porfirsko bakarno nao|ali{te Bu~im; glavni minerali; sostav 
Na{eto tekovno prou~uvawe na glavnite rudni 
i silikatni minerali gi vklu~uva{e najva`nite mi-
nerali vo ramkite na nao|ali{teto Bu~im. Silikat-
nite minerali bea pretstaveni od plagioklasi, K-
feldspati, biotiti i amfiboli. I pokraj kompleks-
nite formuli tie minerali poka`aa prili~no uedna-
~eni sostavi. Amfibolite bea odredeni kako horn-
blenda, biotite se karakteriziraa so zgolemeni kon-
centracii na Fe i Ti i namaleni koncentracii na Mg, 
plagioklasite bea odredeni kako sanidini, dodeka K-
feldspati bea pretstaveni od albiti i oligoklas. 
Poka`avme deka sostavot na halkpiritot e so visoka 
~istota i bez nekoe zna~itelno prisustvo na Ni, Co, 
As i Sb (<0,01%). Analizite na piritite poka`aa 
zgolemeni koncentracii na arsen (0,15 ÷ 0,22 % As). 
Тakvite koncentracii na arsen se indikativni, no i 
se mnogu karakteristi~ni za niskotemperaturnite 
piriti od porfirskite bakarni nao|ali{ta. Pokraj 
arsenot vo piritite bea odredeni zgolemeni koncen-
tracii na nikel od 0,45 do 1,42 % Ni, dodeka Co i Sb 
poka`aa koncentracii pod 0,01 %. 
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A b s t r a c t: In this paper examples data is presenting from the mineral researches on couple of examples 
from moulding decoration (archeological finding) which is found on the Kockarnica at the ancient city Stobi. 
Point of the moulding fragments researches is specify if they are all natural stones from mineral origin or parts 
of them are synthetic. It is very important to give information for their geological origin, more specifically to give in-
formation about where we can find them. 
Results will serve first for making this artifact, but also for receiving information about its origin. With other 
words, we need to know whether the artifact is produced in Ancient Macedonia or it is brought from further places. 
Given results show that the biggest part of the examples originates from Macedonia only beryl appears as an excep-
tion. 
Key words: moulding; x-ray researches; thermic researches  
INTRODUCTION 
Stone examples, which were subject of ex-
amination, are part of moulding decoration which 
represents mosaic technique made above wooden 
base. Moulding is archeological founding from the 
excavations in 2006–2007 in frames of the conser-
vatoire-researching on the object Kockarnica at the 
ancient city Stobi. 
Stobi, which is one of the most researched lo-
cality in Republic of Macedonia is in the middle of 
the Vardar region between Crna Reka (Erigon) and 
the river Vardar (Agious) and it is assumed that it 
takes area about 20 hectares. 
According to the oldest historical information 
met in the records of Roman history professor Tit 
Livij, Stobi originates from Hellenistic period 197 
BC (Wiseman, 1971, 1973). According to archeo-
logical data from the researches this city settlement 
is raised 3–2 century BC although many ceramic 
findings show on a much early period 7–5 century 
BC. (Mikulčić, 2003, Project elaborat, 2004). 
Because of its perfect position on the road 
“Via Ignacia” that leads from Danube to the Ae-
gean this city settlement represented significant 
strategic, military, economical and cultural centre 
(Aleksova, 1997). 
In the researched part of Stobi, many architec-
tonic object are found and studied till now and they 
represent profane and sacral constructions with 
public function, palaces, baths, antique theatre, 
parts of city palisade, streets, forum, main entrance 
of the city and the casino where the artifact that we 
are talking about is found. The casino represents a 
hall which floor was covered with mosaic made of 
geometrical motives. In the middle there was an 
octagonal fountain covered with marble and above 
there were three tables for gambling. In the casino 
there were also a bath with places for seating, and 
a little pool for drinking water for the guests (Fig. 
1, Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 1. Moulding of the object Kockarnica  
at the ancient city Stobi 
 
Fig. 2. Part of the mosaic of the object Kockarnica  
at the ancient city Stobi 
METHODS OF EXAMINATION 
The analyses are made with scanning elec-
tronic microscope ЈЕОL ЈSМ 35CF X-ray micro-
analyzer ТRАCОR NОRТHЕРN ТN – 2000 and 
we used etalons from ЈЕОL.  
X-ray researches are made on the diffracto-
meter Simens D 500 with computer support of Cu 
monochromatic radiation of 40 KB/30 mA with 
automatic changeable input shutter. Determination 
of the mineral phases is made by program package 
DIFRAK 11 in programs EVAL and IDR. 
Quantitative presence of the mineral phases is 
made by Peter and Kelman’s method with already 
defined coefficients for some mineral phases. 
Preparations made for x-ray diffraction are 
pictured in 20 = 3 – 60°. 
Thermal researches are made on deriva-
tograph Q-1500 D under these conditions: 
– weight of the experiment 500 mg, 
– sensitivity of TT 200 mg, 
– sensitivity of DTA 250 µB, DTT 500 µB, 
– speed of warming up 10 C/min, 
– temperature interval of the measuring from 
15–20 C° to 1000 °C, 
– inert material Al203,  
– centre in the oven-air without turbulence. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Subject of examine are 12 samples. In the Ta-
bles 1 and 2 chemical compositions are presented 
of all 12 samples. 
T a b l e  1  
Chemical composition  
of the samples 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (in %) 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
SiO2 93.45 91.16 62.21 93.36 99.36 0.86 2.42
Al2O3 3.38 0.99 5.97 1.19 0.30 <0.01 1.43
Na2O 1.26 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
K2O <0.01 0.09 1.10 0.20 <0.01 0.14 0.45
CaO 1.09 <0.01 1.04 1.02 <0.01 1.52 5.00
FeO 0.74 7.77 8.12 2.84 <0.01 0.12 0.35
TiO2  <0.01 0.05 0.08 <0.01 0.08 0.09
MnO  <0.01 0.14 <0.01 <0.01 0.11
MgO     <0.01 51.14 1.45
SO3      1.18
T a b l e  2  
Chemical composition  
of the samples 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 (in %) 
 8 9 10 11 12 
SiO2 0.78 65.49 37.35 98.74 0.86 
Al2O3 0.36 16.96 2.12 <0.01 <0.01 
Na2O  0.44 1.74 0.53 <0.01 
K2O 0.15 0.08 1.72 0.14 0.24 
CaO 0.44 0.03 8.56 0.08 3.36 
FeO 0.14 0.16 3.97 0.07 0.27 
TiO2 <0.01   <0.01 <0.01 
MnO    0.07 0.09 
MgO 1.05 0.83  <0.01 57.30 
SO3 <0.01     
PbO   32.08   
CuO   11.45   
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In sample 1 we have presence of the follow-
ing minerals: quartz, albite and calcite. On Fig. 3 
we have crystal of quartz. 
On Fig. 4 x-ray diagram of sample 1 is given. 
Quartz is based under these d-values: 4.24, 3.34, 
2.45, 2.27; 2.23; 2.12; 1.97; 1.81; 1.66. 
The four most intense d-values for albite are: 
3.20; 3.78; 6.39; 3.68, and for calcite are: 3.03, 
1.87; 3.85; 2.09 
The presence of the minerals is following: 
quartz 96%, albite 1% and calcite 1% 
 
Fig. 3. Quartz crystal used in sample number 1 
 
Fig. 4. The powder x-ray diagram of sample 1 
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Sample number 2: In this sample we have 
presence of the minerals quartz and hematite. On 
Fig. 5 we have quartz with hematite. Hematite is 
based on the following d-values: 2.70; 2.52; 1.69; 
1.84 (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). These values are in accor-
dance with ЈCPDS 33-664. We have quartz with 
90% presence and hematite 9%. 
Sample number 3: We have presence of these 
minerals: magnetite, quartz, dolomite, albite, and 
muscovite (Fig. 10). Percentage of the minerals is 
next: quartz 45%, magnetite 41%, dolomite 7%, 
muscovite 4%, albite 3%. The x-ray diagram is 
given on the Figs. 8 and 9. 
Characteristic d-values for magnetite are 
2.53-1.48-2.97-1.62, for dolomite 2.89-2.19-1.79-
2.02, for albite 3.20-3.78-6.39-3.68 and for musco-
vite 4.50-9.91-2.56-3.62. 
 
Fig. 5. Quartz with hematite from moulding in Stobi 
 
 
Fig. 6. The powder x-ray diagram of sample 2-1 
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Fig. 7. The powder x-ray diagram of sample 2-2 
 
Fig. 8. X-ray diagram of sample 3-1 
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Fig. 9. X-ray diagram of sample 3-2 
 
 
Fig. 10. Photo of sample number 3 
Sample number 4: In this sample we have 
quartz 76%, dolomite 16%, hematite 3%, calcite 
2 %, halloysite 2 %. We can see some of these 
minerals on Fig. 11. The x-ray diagram of sample 
number 4 is given on Fig. 12.  
Sample number 5: In this sample we have 
99 % quartz and dolomite 1 % (Fig. 13). X-ray 
diagram is given on Fig. 14. 
Sample number 6: We have the minerals 
magnesite and dolomite. On (Fig. 16) magnesite is 
shown. Its presence is 98% and dolomite 1%. The 
x-ray diagram is given on Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 11. Photo of sample 4 
 
 
Fig. 12. X-ray diagram of sample 4 
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Fig. 13. Achate of sample 5 
 
 
Fig. 14. X-ray diagram of sample number 5 
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Fig. 15. X-ray diagram of sample number 6 
 
 
Fig. 16. Magnesite of sample 6 
 
Sample number 7: From the x-ray diagram 
shown on Fig. 18 we can see that it is about 
amorphous phase most probably organic material, 
with little presence of quartz, calcite and olivine. 
We have two examples of the sample on Fig. 17. 
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Fig. 17. Organic material with presence of olivine, calcite and quartz 
 
 
Fig. 18. X-ray of sample 7 
 
Sample number 8: We have amorphous phase 
with presence of olivine (Fig. 19). The x-ray dia-
gram is given on Fig. 20. For olivine we have these 
d-values 2,49-2,41-2,24-1,73 that are in full 
agreement with ЈCPDS standards 87 – 2040. 
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Fig. 19. Amorphous material with presence of olivine 
 
 
Fig. 20. X-ray of sample 8 
 
Sample number 9: From the x-ray diagram 
shown on Fig. 22 we can see that it becomes a 
word about the mineral beryl. The following d-
values are given: 7.998; 4.593; 3.982; 3.263; 2.872; 
2.529; 2.158; 1.995; 1.744; 1.631. These values are 
in complete agreement with the data given in 
ЈCPDS. On Fig. 21 we have crystals of beryl.  
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Fig. 21. Crystals of beryl 
 
 
Fig. 22. X-ray diagram of sample 9 
Sample number 10: We have amorphous SiO2  
(Fig. 23). From the x-ray diagram (Fig. 24) we can 
see a presence of cuprites and massicot. d-Values 
for cuprites are 2.47-2.14-1.51-1.29. Characteristic 
d-values for massicot are 3,07-2,95-2,75-2,38. The 
d-values that we have for cuprites and massicot are 
in full agreement with the data of ЈPDS 78-2076 
and 77-1971. 
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Fig. 23. Amorphous SiO2 with cuprite and massicot 
 
 
Fig. 24. X-ray diagram of sample 10 
 
Sample 11: In this sample we have quartz 
with 99%, and muscovite 1%. x-ray diagram is 
given on Fig. 25. 
Sample 12: We have magnesite. Its presence 
is 99%. From the x-ray diagram we can see that 
besides magnesite there is 1% of quartz and dolo-
mite. Most intense d-values for magnesite are 2,74-
2,10-1,70-2,50 (Fig. 26) 
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Fig. 25. X-ray diagram of sample 11 
 
 
Fig. 26. X-ray diagram of sample 12 
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CONCLUSION 
Making researches that were taken on the 
moulding examples from the locality Stobi using 
the method of x-ray diffraction confirmed the pres-
ence of monomineral phases (quartz, beryl, magne-
site) and also presence of the polymineral associa-
tions which in base represents magmatic rocks 
from the places of the Republic of Macedonia. 
With these researches it is confirmed that the big-
gest part of the minerals used in moulding decora-
tion in the old casino in Stobi is taking origin from 
Macedonia. Only beryl which is found in the ex-
amples of this locality can be said that definitely is 
not coming from this region of Macedonia. Beryl 
as a mineral is brought from the east parts of the 
previous Macedonian Empire. 
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MINERALO[KI ISTRA@UVAWA NA PRIMEROCI OD ARHEOLO[KIOT LOKALITET 
„STOBI“ SO PRIMENA NA RENDGENSKA DIFRAKCIJA 
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Врз основа на izvr{ените минералошки испитува-
ња vo неколку примероци од arhitektonskata декораци-
ја на објектот Коцкарница во античкиот град Стоби е од-
редено присуство на минералите кварц, берил и магнетит. 
Исто така е одредено и присуство на минерални асоција-
ции кои се репрезентативни магматски карпи кои потек-
нуват од територијата на Р. Македонија. 
Со овие испитувања е констатирано дека поголем 
дел од минералите кои се употребени за декорација на 
коцкарницата во Стоби потекнуваат од територијата на Р. 
Македонија. 
Само за минералот берил, кој е најден во примеро-
кот бр. 9, може дефинитивно да се каже дека не потекнува 
од територијата на Р. Македонија. Берилот е најверојатно 
донесен од источните делови на некогашната Македонска 
Империја. 
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A b s t r a c t: Different trace elements in hematite’s iron ore reference material (JSS-804-1) were investigated 
using k0-instrumental neutron activation analysis (k0-INAA). To avoid the interference of iron as matrix elements, а 
method for its separation was applied. Namely, a liquid-liquid extraction procedure by diisopropyl ether (DIPE) in 
hydrochloric acid solution and determination of trace elements in the aqueous phase was undertaken. The k0-INAA 
method was applied to determine the content of the investigated elements thus making it possible to follow the distri-
bution of 39 elements (with intermediate/medium and long half-lived radionuclides) in the studied referent material. 
An important advantage of the proposed method is the possibility to determine the content of several trace elements 
after Fe separation. Additionally, the elimination of the matrix element also lowered the detection limit for some trace 
elements compared to their corresponding values determined by k0-INAA and certified values for some elements. 
Key words: k0-INAA; k0-RNAA; trace elements; reference material; hematite 
INTRODUCTION 
For the calibration of different types of in-
struments, as well as for method validation in the 
analysis of major and trace elements, iron ore ref-
erence materials are used as very important materi-
als in the analytical chemistry of quality control of 
raw and final products in mining and metallurgy. 
However, there are many iron reference materials 
without certified values for the content of many 
trace elements present that could be very important 
in validating methods used for process control in 
the iron and steel production industry. Therefore it 
is very important to extend the list of certified ele-
ments in these types of reference materials. 
A number of studies have been carried out 
concerning the determination of trace elements in 
iron ore materials directly from dissolved samples 
by atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) and 
atomic emission spectrometry with inductively 
coupled plasma (AES-ICP), (Schrön et al., 1983; 
Castillo et al., 1988; Barros , 1989; Stafilov, 2000; 
Makreski et al., 2004) or after the separation and 
concentration of the elements of interest (Viets, 
1984; Eidecker & Jackwerth, 1988; Stafilov et al., 
1993; Kabil et al., 1996; Lazaru & Stafilov, 1998; 
Zendelovska & Stafilov, 2001; Stafilov & Zende-
lovska, 2002). Radioanalytical instrumental meth-
ods (instrumental neutron activation analysis – 
INAA, x-ray fluorescence spectrometry – XRF, 
and particle (proton) induced x-ray emission – 
PIXE) are rarely used to determine trace elements 
due to matrix and inter-element interferences and 
background effects (Palme et al., 1988; Suzuki & 
Hirai, 1995; Tomura & Tomuro, 1999; Jaćimović 
et al., 2002; Tomuro & Tomura, 2002; Nečemer et 
al., 2003, Taseska et al., 2006; Jaćimović et al., 
2008; Makreski et al., 2008). 
Iron as the matrix of the investigated materi-
als has such nuclear characteristics (cross-section, 
abundance, resonance integral) that the induced 
radionuclide 59Fe (T1/2 = 44.5 d, with mean gamma 
energies at Eγ = 1099.3 keV and Eγ = 1291.6 keV) 
is moderately activated and interferes with the de-
termination of many trace elements by INAA 
(Tomura & Tomuro, 1999; De Soete et al., 1972). 
In this work a method is presented for simultane-
ous measurement of 39 elements in hematite’s iron 
reference material JSS 804-1 using k0-INAA after 
the extraction of Fe by diisopropyl ether (DIPE). 
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EXPERIMENTAL
Sample 
JSS 804-1 (Iscor Hematite), iron-based refer-
ence material was supplied by the Iron and Steel 
Institute of Japan.  
Extraction of iron from matrix 
The powder sample of JSS 804-1 (~100 mg) 
was dissolved on a hot plate by successively add-
ing freshly prepared aqua regia. After evaporation 
to dryness, 1 mL of 2 mol L–1 HNO3, 0.8 mL of 
redistilled water and 3.2 mL conc. HCl were intro-
duced (7.7 mol L–1 HCl solution). Iron was re-
moved by extraction with 4 mL of DIPE (5 times, 
30 s each). The organic layer was removed using a 
Pasteur pipette. After the phase separation, the 
aqueous part was evaporated almost to dryness and 
transferred in a polyethylene ampoule with 2 mL 
of 2 mol L–1 HNO3 and irradiated in the carousel 
facility (CF) of the TRIGA Mark II reactor of the 
Jožef Štefan Institute in Ljubljana, Slovenia. In the 
same way, two blank samples were prepared and 
irradiated together with the aqueous phase of the 
reference material. 
k0-Instrumental neutron activation analysis 
The iron reference material was analyzed by 
k0-INAA as follows: Powder (0.1 g) was sealed 
into a pure polyethylene ampoule (SPRONK sys-
tem, Lexmond, The Netherlands). Sample and 
standard (Al–0.1%Au IRMM-530 disc of 6 mm in 
diameter and 0.2 mm high) were stacked together 
and fixed in the polyethylene ampoule in sandwich 
form and irradiated for 20 hours in the carousel 
facility (CF) of the 250 kW TRIGA Mark II reac-
tor at a thermal neutron flux of 1.1⋅1012 cm–2 s–1 
(Jaćimović et al., 2008). 
Trace elements in aqueous phaze were ana-
lyzed by k0-INAA (Fig. 1) in four repetitions. The 
aqueous phase (3–4 g) was transferred in a pure 
polyethylene ampoule and irradiated for 18 hours 
at the CF at a thermal flux of 1.1.1012 n cm–2 s–1 for 
intermediate/medium and long lived isotopes. 
Fig. 1. Scheme of the separation and determination of the element contents of iron reference material  
using k0-INAA and k0-RNAA 
Sample 
k0-INAA 
Dissolution Irradiation 
Extraction of Fe 
Inorganic phase 
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After long irradiation, the samples were trans-
ferred in clean polyethylene ampoules and meas-
ured after 3, 8–10 and 30–35 days cooling time on 
an absolutely calibrated HPGe detector. 
The HyperLab (HyperLab 2002 System, 
2002) program was used for peak area evaluation, 
whereas for determination of f (thermal to epither-
mal flux ratio) and α (epithermal flux deviation 
from the ideal 1/E distribution), the "Cd-ratio" 
method for multimonitor was applied (Jaćimović et 
al., 2003). The values f = 28.6 and α = –0.001 were 
used to calculate the element concentrations. The 
elemental concentrations and effective solid angle 
calculations were carried out on the software pack-
age Kayzero for Windows (User’s Manual 
Kayzero for Windows Version 2, 2005).  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A comparison between the results obtained in 
the inorganic phase after iron extraction with DIPE 
and in the powdered sample by k0-INAA for the 
reference material JSS-804-1 is presented in Table 
1. It is evident that after extraction, iron was prac-
tically removed (98.5%). The results of the analy-
sis of the extracted sample show that 18 elements 
remained in the acidified solution (As, Ba, Ce, Co, 
Cr, Cs, Eu, K, La, Nd, Sc, Sm, Sr, Tb, Th, U, W 
and Yb), i.e. they are not removed by DIPE. As 
can be seen, the rare-earth elements (REE) e.g. Ce, 
Eu, La, Nd, Sm, Tb and Yb fit into this group (the 
ratio between k0-INAA in the powdered sample 
and after iron extraction is near 1). The limit of 
detection (LOD) for numerous elements (Ag, Rb, 
Se, Sn, Ta, Te, Zn and Zr) was much lower after 
iron extraction compared to the corresponding val-
ues obtained by k0-INAA measurements in pow-
dered sample which means that they could be ana-
lyzed in the inorganic phase after iron removal. 
This could be explained by either their low content 
in the iron materials or the presence of 59Fe (T1/2 = 
44.5 d) in the gamma spectrum. Comparing the 
results obtained in the powdered sample and inor-
ganic phase after iron extraction, it could be con-
cluded that Br, Mo and Sb are also extracted by 
DIPE (Tables 1). 
It should be pointed out that these results and 
the previously published results for the same refer-
ence material obtained by radioanalytical proce-
dure (Jaćimović et al., 2008) are in good agreement 
(see Table 1). The samples were irradiated firstly 
and then digested and iron was extracted by DIPE 
and the trace elements were determined in aqueous 
phase by k0-radiochemical instrumental neutron 
activation analysis, k0-RNAA (Fig. 1). Using k0-
RNAA the contents of the elements in blank sam-
ple are negligible, but it not in the case when we 
did first extraction and then irradiation. The con-
tents of elements in blank samples are presented in 
Table 1. So, we should emphasize that the pro-
posed method could eliminate the necessity of us-
ing the irradiated samples and radioanalytical labo-
ratory for majority of investigated elements. The 
disadvantage of this procedure is that some ele-
ments like As, Au, Ba, Hf, K, Na, Zn and Zr are 
introduced into the sample during iron extraction 
with DIPE especially when dealing with relatively 
small element quantities. 
The data obtained by k0-INAA for the content 
of the elements in the studied iron reference mate-
rial is in agreement with certified values given in 
the last column of Table 1. Taking into account 
that the JSS 804-1 standard gives certified values 
for only 4 elements, the results obtained provide 
useful additional information on the content of the 
other elements in the standard. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed method enabled the measu-
rement of 39 elements in the studied sample. The 
ratios between the k0-INAA values obtained before 
and after iron extraction were near 1 for 18 ele-
ments (As, Ba, Ce, Co, Cr, Cs, Eu, K, La, Nd, Sc, 
Sm, Sr, Tb, Th, U, W and Yb) including REE. This 
shows that DIPE is not selective for these ele-
ments. Also, after Fe extraction, the limit of detec-
tion for many elements was lowered. Taking into 
account that certified values in the studied iron ore 
reference standard are given only for few elements, 
the obtained results provide important information 
on the content of many other elements. 
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T a b l e  1  
Results obtained by k0-INAA in the powdered sample and in the aqueous phase after iron extraction  
with DIPE for the reference material JSS-804-1. All results are in mg kg–1 
k0-INAA$ 
(Powder) 
k0-RNAA$ 
(Inorganic) 
 
R# 
k0-INAA$$ 
(Inorganic) 
 
n 
 
R## 
k0-INAA** 
(Inorganic-Blank) 
 
n 
 
JSS 804-1 El. 
Cont.±Unc.* Cont.±Unc.*  Cont.±Unc.*   Cont.±Unc.*  Cert.±Unc. 
Ag <0.6 <0.3  0.22±0.01 2  0.050±0.003 1  
As 24.6±0.9 20.3±0.7 0.824 25.0±1.9 4 1.013 1.96±0.09 2 20±4 
Au <0.003 <0.001  0.008±0.009 2  0.019±0.020 2  
Ba 171±7 147±6 0.862 179±7 4 1.046 14.2±0.7 2  
Br 1.25±0.06 <0.1  0.26±0.20 2 0.206 0.065±0.004 2  
Ca <1097 450±67  <245 4  71.8±23.6 2 277±10 
Cd <3.2 <0.5  <1.7 4  <0.2 2  
Ce 21.6±0.8 24.1±0.9 1.115 21.8±1.2 4 1.009 0.91±0.03 2  
Co 3.89±0.14 3.55±0.13 0.912 4.17±1.10 4 1.071 0.0089±0.0004 2  
Cr 37.9±1.5 42.0±1.5 1.108 30.7±5.8 4 0.810 0.598±0.038 2 40±2 
Cs 0.29±0.03 0.40±0.02 1.362 0.41±0.02 4 1.426 0.021±0.001 2  
Cu <305 <283  <2837 4  <500 2 <10 
Eu 0.32±0.04 0.35±0.02 1.112 0.30±0.02 4 0.954 0.0068±0.0002 2  
Fe 671751±23513 5734±201 0.009 9980±5573 4 0.015 3.62±1.48 2 662610±340
Ga <3.2 <18  <9.4 4  <1.7 2  
Hf 0.29±0.04 0.30±0.01 1.037 1.28±0.21 4 4.384 0.485±0.017 2  
Hg <2.3 <0.1  0.19±0.01 2  <0.016 2  
K 1282±57 <2123  1941±370 4 1.515 469±16 2  
La 10.3±0.4 11.8±0.4 1.143 9.42±0.94 4 0.916 0.49±0.04 2  
Mo 2.97±0.21 0.56±0.04 0.187 1.64±0.61 4 0.552 0.34±0.01 2  
Na 154±5 156±6 1.015 4524±1358 4 29.35 2255±82 2  
Nd 8.0±0.9 11.1±0.4 1.382 8.54±0.62 4 1.066 0.38±0.03 2  
Rb <7.1 4.5±0.2  4.65±0.52 4  0.33±0.03 2  
Re <0.03 <0.005  <0.04 4  <0.02 2  
Sb 1.28±0.05 0.18±0.01 0.138 0.53±0.06 2 0.411 0.030±0.006 2  
Sc 3.36±0.12 3.29±0.12 0.981 2.81±0.13 4 0.837 0.018±0.001 2  
Se <0.7 <0.3  1.08±0.06 1  <0.05 2  
Sm 1.45±0.05 1.52±0.05 1.048 1.40±0.13 4 0.970 0.080±0.007 2  
Sn <44.8 <8.9  12.9±2.2 1  <2.5 2 <10 
Sr 113.1±10.7 121.7±4.9 1.076 107.9±18.8 4 0.953 <1.7 2  
Ta <0.03 0.11±0.01  0.12±0.06 3  0.0035±0.0002 2  
Tb 0.16±0.01 0.16±0.01 0.991 0.17±0.02 4 1.024 0.0083±0.0005 2  
Te <2.4 <0.4  <0.88 4  <0.08 2  
Th 0.97±0.4 0.66±0.02 0.681 1.37±0.15 4 1.419 0.26±0.01 2  
U 0.61±0.03 0.57±0.02 0.929 0.72±0.06 4 1.184 0.072±0.003 2  
W 69.9±2.5 57.5±2.0 0.822 77.3±18.1 4 1.105 <0.3 2  
Yb 0.81±0.03 0.81±0.03 0.998 0.72±0.11 4 0.889 0.030±0.001 2  
Zn <6.8 2.6±0.2  3.08±3.13 4  2.35±0.31 2  
Zr <108 <19.0  52.9±18.2 4  22.5±0.8 2  
$ – Results from Jaćimović et al., 2008; $$ – Results after blank subtraction; * – Total estimated uncertainty of the method; ** – Results in the 
solution of the blank samples; # – Ratio between k0-RNAA and k0-INAA in powder sample; ## – Ratio between k0-INAA in the aqueous phase and 
k0-INAA in powder sample; n – Number of independent measurements; < – limit of detection (LOD). 
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ОПРЕДЕЛУВАЊЕ НА ЕЛЕМЕНТИ ВО ТРАГИ ВО ХЕМАТИТЕН РЕФЕРЕНТЕН МАТЕРИЈАЛ  
JSS-804-1 СО ПРИМЕНА НА k0-INAA 
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Клучни зборови: k0-INAA; k0-RNAA; елементи во траги; референтен материјал; хематит 
Извршено е определување на различни елементи во 
траги во хематитен железен референтен материјал (JSS-
804-1) со примена на k0-инструменталната неутронска 
активациона анализа (k0-INAA). За да се избегне влијание-
то на железото како матричен елемент, воведен е метод за 
негово сепарирање. Имено, применета е течно-течната 
екстракција со диизопропилетер (DIPE) во раствор од 
хлороводородна киселина и потоа определување на еле-
ментите во траги во водната фаза. k0-INAA е применета за 
определување на содржината на испитуваните елементи, 
при што има можност за следење на дистрибуцијата на 39 
елементи (со кратко и долго полувреме на распаѓање на 
радионуклидите) во испитуваниот референтен материјал. 
Важна предност на предложениот метод е можноста за 
определување на содржината на повеќе елементи во траги 
по отсtранувањето на железото. Освен тоа, елиминацијата 
на матричниот елемент доведува до намалување на грани-
ците на детекција за некои елементи во траги споредени 
со соодветните вредности добиени со k0-INAA и со серти-
фицираните вредности за некои елементи. 
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CONTAMINATION AND PROTECTION OF GROUND WATERS  
IN THE ALLUVIAL SEDIMENTS OF THE BREGALNICA RIVER  
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CHARACTERISTICS 
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A b s t r a c t: The alluvial sediments in the Delčevo region are a two layer porous environment built of differ-
ent granulometric and filtration characteristics. The lower layer is a coarse porous water-bearing environment present 
as a gravel sandy series (K = 96 – 276 m/day) and finer-grained granulometric sands with clay interlayers the filtra-
tion coefficient being K = 1.73·10–2 – 17.28 m/day, underlying a layer of rather weaker filtration characteristics made 
up of sandy clays (K = 2.16·10–3 m/day), and dusty sands the filtration coefficient being K = 3.15·10–2 m/day. The 
lithological-hydrogeological characteristics of the cover sediments do not provide sufficient protection of ground wa-
ters against contamination of the Bregalnica alluvion in the Delčevo region and pertain to the waters endangered from 
contamination. 
Key words: ground waters; contamination; protection; cover sediments; alluvial sediments; Bregalnica; Delčevo 
INTRODUCTION 
The issue of environmental pollution, particu-
larly surface and ground waters has been subject 
matter of concern over the past decades as a result 
of industrial development and the use of chemical 
in agriculture. 
The alluvial sediments of the Bragalnica Ri-
ver in the Delčevo region are widespread occurring 
in an elongated belt from Trabotivište to Oči Pale, 
south of Delčevo on both sides of the river as river 
terraces. The sediments contain significant 
amounts of ground waters that are used for water 
supply of a number of industrial facilities or houses 
from excavation wells. Present day life style results 
in anthropogenic pollution. 
GEOLOGICAL COMPOSITION OF THE WIDER AREA 
The Delčevo area is composed of Cambrian, 
Paleozoic, Triassic, Paleogene, Neogene and Qua-
ternary rocks (Kova~evi} et al., 1973). 
The oldest rocks are the Cambrian amphibole 
gabbros occurring as large or small masses with 
sharp margins towards the Paleozoic granites and 
greenschists. 
The Paleozoic rocks are present as graphite-
quartz schists phyllites and quartz-sericite schists, 
granodiorites, quartzdiorites, schistose biotite 
coarse-grained granites (occupying a large area of 
the Delčevo area) as well as Permian grey clayey 
sandstones. 
The Triassic rocks are present as sandstones, 
sandy clays and conglomerates, layered and milo-
nitized limestones occurring in a small area. 
The Paleogene is present as Eocene conglom-
erates, sandstones, slates, marls and quartzlatite 
volcanic intrusions. 
The Neogene is present as Pliocene sediments 
as a clay facies, loams and sands that comprise the 
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lower parts of the Pliocene as well as a gravel and 
sand facies comprising the upper parts. 
The youngest rocks are those of the Quater-
nary present as proluvial and alluvial sediments 
extending mostly along the Bregalnica River.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WIDER AREA 
The structural type of porosity in the wider 
surrounding in Delčevo made it possible to distin-
guish 
Boundary type of aquifer, 
Fracture type of aquifer, 
Karst type of aquifers, and 
Conditionally waterless terrains. 
A characteristic hydrogeological cross-section 
for the area under investigations is shown in Fig. 1.
 
 
Fig. 1. Hydrogeological cross-section of the area under investigations 
Boundary type of aquifers occurs in alluvial 
and proluvial sediments and in the Pliocene grav-
els, sands, clays and loams. 
Based on water permeability boundary type of 
aquifers have been divided into 
– well water permeable environments, 
– medium water permeable environments, and 
– low water permeable environments. 
Well water permeable environments are made 
up of alluvial sediments located close to the Bre-
galnica River and the smaller river flows in the 
region. 
Medium water permeable environments oc-
cupy a large area in the right side of the Bregalnica 
River. They are present as Pliocene sands, gravels 
and proluvial sediments. 
Low water permeable environments are situ-
ated in the right side of the Bregalnica present as 
Pliocene, clays, loams and sands. 
The fracture type of aquifers formed in the 
hard rock masses as quartzlatites, sandstones, sandy 
clays and conglomerates, grey clayey sandstones, 
schistose biotite coarse-grained granites, quartzdio-
rites, grandiorites, aplites, phyllites, quartz-sericite 
schists, graphite-quartz schists and amphibole gab-
bros. 
The karst type of aquifers occurs in a small 
area in the Triassic limestones that are character-
ized with cavernous porosity. 
Conditionally waterless terrains are made 
up of Eocene conglomerates, sandstones, slates and 
marls 
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STRUCTURAL-LITHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ALLUVIAL SEDIMENTS 
The alluvial sediments in the region of Del-
čevo are located mostly along the valley of the 
Bregalnica, and less along other river flows. Along 
the Bregalnica they occur as an elongated belt on a 
16 km long strike from Trabotivište to the Oči Pale 
locality, south of Delčevo. They occur as 100 to 
600 meters wide river terraces on both sides of the 
river. 
In the area, the alluvial sediments are a dis-
tinct geological and hydrogeological unit separated 
from the Pliocene and Eocene sediments in which 
significant amounts of ground waters have been 
accumulated as boundary type of aquifers. 
The structural-lithological characteristics of 
the alluvial sediments in the Delčevo region were 
discovered with the hydrogeological investigations 
carried out for the water supply (Maksimov and 
Ivanovski, 2004) and the uncovered cross-
sections close to the Bregalnica. 
Hydrogeological investigations discovered the 
structural location of the alluvial sediments relative 
to the basal Pliocene sediments as well as their fa-
cial lithological changes. 
A characteristic geological-hydrogeological 
cross-section revealed during drilling a drill-hole is 
shown in Fig. 2. The drill-hole is in the first river 
terrace of the Bregalnica, 100 meters from the 
river-bed close to the leather factory in the indus-
trial sector of the town. 
 
Fig. 2. Geological-hydrogeological cross-section of a drill-hole drilled in alluvial sediments 
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Based on this drill-hole the base of the allu-
vial sediments is 13.5 meters in depth. Larger po-
rous gravels and sands have accumulated above the 
Pliocene clays. Clayey sediments alternate finer-
grained variably granulated sands with interbeds of 
clays, sandy clays towards the surface. In the end 
the cross-section ends in dust-sandy sediments. 
The lithological-hydrogeological characteris-
tics of the alluvial sediments can be seen from the 
cross-sections near the Bregalnica. 
Fig. 3 shows a cross-section of alluvial sedi-
ments close to the Golak dairy farm 4 km north-
west of Delčevo. The cross-section is some 20 me-
ters from the Bregalnica river-bed, formed with 
gravel and sand diggings. The cross-section is 
about 2.5 meters deep, the level of the ground wa-
ter being 2 meters in depth. Two lithological units 
can clearly be distinguished in the cross-section: a 
cover made up of 40 to 50 cm dusty sands overly-
ing alluvial sediments made up of gravel and sand 
whose thickness has not been determined and can 
not be assessed. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Cross-section of alluvial sediments near the Bregalnica River, close to the Golak dairy farm 4 km north-west from Delčevo 
A well discovered cross-section of alluvial 
sediments can be seen 6 km south-east from Del-
čevo, in close proximity to the Bregalnica near the 
pig farm (Fig. 4). In both cross-sections alluvial 
sediments and the cover layer can be seen clearly. 
The cover layer is 40 to 50 cm thick being made up 
of dusty sands. Right below the cover layer are the 
alluvial sediments present as coarse- to medium-
size gravels and sands. The height of the alluvial 
terrace in this part amounts from 2.5 to 3 meters 
above the Bregalnica River level. 
A well has been drilled in the Bregalnica 
River alluvion for the water supply of the Granite 
Construction Company Base when entering Del-
čevo from Berovo. An 8 to 9 meters thick alluvial 
water-bearing layer has been determined made up 
of gravels and sands (\uzelkovski, 1997). 
Based on the data presented so far it can be 
said that the alluvial sediments in the Delčevo re-
gion transgressively and discordantly overlie the 
Pliocene sediments made up of clays, loams and 
sands. 
A gravel sandy series and a series of with 
sands with clay interbeds can be distinguished with 
accumulated over sediments made up of sandy 
clays and dusty sands. 
The thickness of alluvial sediments varies 
from 5 to 15 meters being the thickest close to the 
Bregalnica, getting thinner going further from the 
river. 
Investigations carried out so far have deter-
mined that the thickness of the gravel-sandy series 
amounts to 9 meters, and that of the cover sedi-
ments from 0.4 to 4 meters. 
The thickness of the cover sediments is 
smallest close to the river amounting from 0.4 to 
0.5 meters and increases going further from the 
river-bed on the left and the right sides being 4 me-
ters thick in some parts. 
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Fig. 4. Cross-section of alluvial sediments near the Bregalnica River, close to the pig farm 6 km south-east of Delčevo 
GRANULOMETRIC COMPOSITION AND FILTRATION FEATURES  
OF THE LITHOLOGICAL MEMBERS 
The base of the alluvial sediments is built of a 
series of gravels and sands and various granule 
sands with clay interbeds of supercapilar intergra-
nular porosity creating a coarse porous environ-
ment. This coarse porous environment transgres-
sively and discordantly is overlain by settled sedi-
ments of sandy clays and dusty sands of fine po-
rosity. It is characteristic for both zones that they 
are horizontally spread in a large area with identi-
cal lithological and granulometric composition, 
whereas vertically they largely vary as is the case 
with the 0.4 to 4 meters thick cover sediments. 
The filtration features of the cover sediments 
that are important for the protection of ground wa-
ters against contamination have been determined 
based on granulometric analyses. Samples were 
collected from uncovered cross sections shown in 
Figs 3 and 4 according to furrow method up to 0.5 
meters in depth. Determination of filtration coeffi-
cient (K) was done according to USBR and Slich-
ter methods in the Institute for Civil Engineering, 
Skopje. The results obtained have been given in 
Table 1. 
Data obtained by both methods made it possi-
ble to calculate the mean filtration coefficient of 
cover sediments made up of dusty sands that 
amounts to K = 3.15·10–2 m/day. 
From the results obtained it can be said that 
the cover sediments are of low to very low perme-
ability. 
The thickness of cover sediments that 
amounts to 0.4 to 0.5 meters for the areas near the 
river banks helped calculate the transmission coef-
ficient or water permeability of the cover. If the 
mean thickness of the cover layer at the river bank 
amounts to 0.45 meters, transmissivity coefficient 
will amount to T = 1.42·10–2 m2/day. 
T a b l e  1  
Values of filtration coefficient (K) according  
to the USBR and Slichter methods 
 d10 
(mm)
d20 
(mm)
USBR 
(m/day) 
Slichter 
(m/day) 
Mean value for K 
(m/day) 
Sample 1 0.003 0.008 4.12·10–3 6.38·10–4 2.38·10–3 
Sample 2 0.008 0.018 3.14·10–2 5.46·10–4 1.60·10–2 
Sample 3 0.007 0.02 3.54·10–2 4.76·10–3 2.01·10–2 
Sample 4 0.012 0.04 1.87·10–1 1.41·10–3 9.42·10–2 
Sample 5 0.009 0.02 4.21·10–2 7.84·10–3 2.48·10–2 
     3.15·10–2 
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The filtration coefficient for the water-bearing 
gravel sandy series was determined based on data 
obtained with well testing drilled for water supply. 
According to this data the filtration coefficient is in 
the span of K = 96 – 276 m/day. The filtration co-
efficient for the finer-grained variably granulated 
sands with interbeds of clays according to 
Domenico & Schwarts (1990) is K = 1.73·10–2 – 
17.28 m/day. 
Based on studies carried out it can be said that 
the alluvial sediments in the Delčevo region are 
two layer porous environment built of two layers 
of different granulometric and filtration character-
istics. 
The lower part is a coarse porous water-
bearing environment with good filtration features 
overlain by a cover layer of significantly lower 
filtration features. 
In order to understand the level of protection 
against contamination of the cover sediments of 
ground waters accumulated in the alluvial sedi-
ments it is necessary to assess the percolating 
speed of possible contaminants from the surface 
through the cover layer to the gravel sandy water-
bearing layer as well as the time necessary for con-
tamination through the cover layer to reach ground 
waters. 
Since two cover layers have been found with 
different lithological composition and filtration 
features, the above parameters will be calculated 
for each layer individually. 
Percolating speed through cover sediments 
can be determined by the equation 
i
n
KV
ef
z −=  
Vz – percolating speed (m/day), 
K – vertical filtration coefficient (m/day), 
i – hydraulic gradient, 
nef – effective porosity. 
The vertical movement of liquid particles can, 
in the least possible case, approximate with the 
flow through empty cover semi porous layer of 
hydraulic gradient 1. According to the formula 
above the percolating speed through the cover 
layer made up of dusty sands amounts to 
Vz = 7.87·10–2 m/day; K = 3.15·10–2 m/day; nef = 0.4 
mean value of fine-grained sand and dust accord-
ing to Domenico & Schwartz (1998). 
Percolating time through the cover layer to 
the water-bearing gravels and sands can be calcu-
lated by the formula 
zV
mt = amounting to 5.72 
days, 
t – time in days, 
m – thickness of low permeable cover layer = 
0.45 meters, 
Vz – percolating speed = 7.87·10–2 m/day. 
Possible contamination will pass through the 
cover layer in 5.72 days which indicates that the 
dusty sands of the cover sediments near the river 
banks provide litle protection to the ground waters 
accumulated in the water-bearing layer. 
The following results have been obtained for 
the sandy clays of the cover sediments above the 
water-bearing layers made up of sands and clay in-
terbeds, gravels and sands in the parts far from the 
river beds: filtration coefficient according to Dome-
nico & Schwartz (1990). K = 2.16·10–3 m/day; co-
efficient of effective porosity according to Dome-
nico & Schwartz (1998), nef = 0.4. 
The value for percolating speed obtained 
amounts to Vz = 5.4·10–3 m/day. In 4 meter thick 
sediments contamination will pass in a time period 
of 185 days. 
This fact points out that the cover sediments 
are a better protection relative to ground waters 
near the river banks. 
GROUND WATERS FORMING IN THE ALLUVIAL SEDIMENTS 
The geological and hydrogeological structural 
location of the alluvial sediments in the Delčevo 
area made possible the accumulation of significant 
amounts of ground waters. Ground waters have 
accumulated in a boundary type of water bearers in 
the alluvial layers made up of gravels and sands 
with clay interbeds. The water-bearing layer per-
tains to the open to semiclosed water-bearing lay-
ers or hydrogeological structures. 
Recharge of the water-bearer with water is 
done mostly by the Bregalnica River waters, water 
falls, and waters from water flows in higher hyp-
sometric level. 
The general strike of ground water flow is 
towards and parallel to the Bregalnica River bed.
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CONTAMINANTS OF GROUND WATERS IN THE ALLUVIAL SEDIMENTS  
OF THE BREGALNICA RIVER 
The biggest active and possible contaminants 
of ground waters in the alluvial sediments of the 
Bregalnica in the Delčevo area are: the waters of 
the river, agricultural cultivable areas, animal 
farms, industrial facilities, landfills, waste waters 
discharged from settlements, petrol stations and 
oils depots, regional and local roads and cemeter-
ies. The location of contaminants is given in the 
map in Fig. 5. 
The map clearly shows that most of the con-
taminants are near the Bregalnica River, on the 
alluvial terraces or in their immediate surrounding.
 
Fig. 5. Map of surface and ground waters contaminants of the wider vicinity of Delčevo 
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Waste from all contaminants, without any fil-
tering or purification, directly or via discharge 
pipes flow into the Bregalnica River waters, in 
some cases into underground of the geological en-
vironment and further on into ground waters. 
Based on the hydrogeological characteristics 
of the alluvial sediments and the location of the 
bigger contaminants it can be said that the ground 
waters in the alluvial sediments in the Delčevo area 
are ground waters endangered from contamination. 
This means that the production of contaminating 
materials in the area endanger ground waters in the 
alluvial sediments. 
MEASURES FOR THE PROTECTION OF GROUND WATERS IN ALLUVIAL SEDIMENTS 
The protection of the natural quality of 
ground waters in the alluvial sediments along the 
Bregalnica River in the Delčevo area call for un-
dertaking the activities as follows: 
– waste waters discharged from the town of 
Delčevo and the bigger settlements must join a 
sewer system and purified before discharge into 
the Bregalnica, 
– waste waters from industrial facilities and 
animal farms must join a sewer system and be pu-
rified before discharge into the river, 
– the landfill and industrial waste from Del-
čevo and the bigger settlements must be dumped in 
the right constructed waste dump, 
– to construct protection zones round the 
structures that supply drinking water for the popu-
lation (well, water captures etc.), 
– to compile a detailed inventory of pollutants 
and their impact on the environment, 
– in the future, the vulnerability map of 
ground waters must be taken in consideration when 
constructing facilities that may endanger the envi-
ronment. The map is part of the hydrogeological 
map of the Republic of Macedonia the scale 1 : 
100 000, 
– to compile a pisiometric net and measure 
points for the monitoring of surface and ground 
waters quality. 
CONCLUSION 
Water-bearing layers made up of gravel with 
sand and sands with clay interbeds in the basement 
with cover sediments accumulated above them 
(made up of sandy clays and dusty sands) have 
been distinguished in the alluvial sediments along 
the Bregalnica River. 
The thickness and filtration characteristics of 
the cover sediments do not provide sufficient pro-
tection to ground waters accumulated in them 
against contamination coming from the area. In 
that regard, it can be said that the ground waters in 
the alluvial sediments in the Delčevo area belong 
to the endangered ground waters by contamination. 
In order to protect the natural quality of 
ground waters it is necessary to undertake adequate 
preventive measures. 
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ZAGADUVAWE I ZA[TITA NA PODZEMNITE VODI VO ALUVIJALNITE SEDIMENTI  
NA REKATA BREGALNICA VO REGIONOT NA DEL^EVO, VO ZAVISNOST OD NIVNITE 
HIDROGEOLO[KI KARAKTERISTIKI 
Vojo Mir~ovski1 , Orce Spasovski1, Vlado Mir~ovski2 
1Univerzitet „Goce Del~ev“, Fakultet za prirodni i tehni~ki nauki,  
Goce Del~ev 89, MK-2000 [tip, Republika Makedonija 
2Sajbie Demir 1/13, MK-2000 [tip, Republika Makedonija 
vojo.mircovski@ugd.edu.mk 
Klu~ni zborovi: podzemni void; zagaduvawe; za{tita; pokrivni sedimenti; aluvijalni sedimenti; 
Bregalnica; Del~evo 
Aluvijalnite sedimenti od regionot na Del~evo 
pretstavuvaat dvoslojna porozna sredina izgradena od 
dva sloja so razli~ni granulometriski i filtra-
cioni karakteristiki. 
Dolniot sloj pretstavuva grubo porozna vodo-
nosna sredina pretstavena so ~akalesto pesokliva se-
rija (K = 96 – 276 m/den) i so positno zrnesti razno 
granulirani pesoci so proslojki od glini so koefi-
cient na filtracija K = 1,73·10–2 – 17,28 m/den. Nad 
nego se nao|a pokriven sloj so zna~itelno poslabi 
filtracioni karakteristiki, izgraden od pesoklivi 
glini (K = 2,16·10–3 m/den), i pravlivi pesoci so koe-
ficient na filtracija K = 3,15·10–2 m/den. 
Litolo{ko-hidrogeolo{kite karakteristiki 
na pokrivnite sedimenti ne ovozmo`uvaaat dovolna 
za{tita od zagaduvawe od povr{inata na terenot na 
podzemnite vodi od aluvionot na Bregalnica vo re-
gionot na Del~evo i zatoa tie spa|aat vo grupata vodi 
zagrozeni od zagaduvawe. 
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